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FROM VATICAN

CLASH OVER WATER PROBLEM

OFFICIALS

mass meeting was li"M last night phone poles, the unpainted .telegraph
under Hie auspices' poles, and the sagging wires clogged
lie culled attention to
lit'
nf Hie Knnt:i the entrance,
eivie (lennrtmr-nordinance requiring poles to bo
the
h e Woman s club.
1 he
:
meeting start-- painted and then took up the matter ot
ed out beautifully. Mrs. N. 15, Laugh-- i
8fcWers, staling that he did not believo
l!n, the president stating that the oh-- ; that many people were awake that
jeet of the meeting was to start a nu)Bt of the city sewers emptied Into
movement to beautify our already lho Santa Fe river within the city
beautiful city. She said that Sauta, limits, and water was consumed by.
Fe had lnucli to be proud of, but thati "inny families below where the sewer-theremptied, thus endangering the
was more to do, and that there
were certain matters that th cluh do-- health and lives of our people. Ho
sired to take up with the. city coun- spoke of the fact that Santa Fe had
cil that were of importance.
While not received anything for the large
tho council might do much the people amount of money that its property
bath.
.saturpam
could do more, it was not the fault owners hnd been taxed for, not even a.
of the council,' for instance, that pa- city hall, lie said that the remedy for
pers and trash were thrown upon tins tmcli a condition was that everyone
:.
.
streets, though tile city authorities 1had to get busy and make the city'
usiness their own business.
Mr.
might have been dilatory in cleaning
i'p, bhe expressed regret that the Hughes spoke of the necessity of a
mayor and councilmon were not pres-- "ew aewerago system ana its cose iicut, ns they had promised to be. Mrs. thought that some of the competent
Laughlin said that the Hub wanted to trorneys in this city could and would
have the streets cleaned, the uusight- ouMne a plan for the building of 't
!
the vacauti"w sewerage system, and he thought
ly bill boards removed,
lets made presentable. Slio referred that it ought to bo built before the.
DEAN
to the fact thai the city of Rio do paving was done.
Dr. Lloyd was the next speaker, antt
Janerio was kept so clean that flies
there were practically unknown. The made a most excellent talk full of
garbage of the city should be taken strong points, wit and brevity. "I'ntii
DEFENDER OF NACO HAS BEEN FORfarther away and the ordinanco en- people realize the difference between
IN GETTING
LATEST OPPONENTS
TUNATE
forced against expectorating on the a sidewalk and a cuspidor, between
ADMINISTOF
THE
FOR
COAL
tho middle of the street and a garbage
sidewalks.
FRENCH GUNS WITH HERO OF
IN
RATION RATES AS PROPOSED
IS
N
Frank Owen was then called on to can we cannot expect good sajiita-tion.- "
he said. The doctor clearly pretalk on the subject of the City's Water
BOER WAR TO FIRE THEM.
UNDERWOOD BILL FIGHT AGAINST
AROUSED OVER CALIFORNIA LEGISof sanitation
Supply. Mr. Owen reviewed the sub- sented the methods
REMOVAL
ject at length, saying in preface that' adopted by arinh s .nowadays in tho
OF TARIFF.
LATION.
to
a noted student of municipal govern field, and urged all householders
PLOT IS HATCHED AS
ment and regulation had said that the burn everything possible, that would
Washington, V. C, April 12. House basis of a city rested on its water sup- otherwise go into the garbage can.
Washington. D. C, April 12. Among
U. S. OFFICERS DANCE
Someone reverted to the water ques-itio- n
the nominations seiit to the senate toDemocrats today began their fight ply; water that was fit for use and
and called on Mr. Owen to
of all.
He reviewed in
within
reach
day by President Wilson, were:
schedule.
tariff
the
oer
Oppo
sugar
another question. Mr. Owen did
'J.iansing, Kan., April 12. Fire broke aive binding twine plant, destroyed
To be third assistant secretary of
of
detail
structure
and
the
operation
as
rates
. i
from nents of the administration
Naco, Ariz., April
ho and he also replied in vry pointed
out .in the twine plsnt of the Kansas that bulW.ng with three other struc- state, Dudley Fi'Ud Malone, of
been
the
which
had
water
system,
bill
began
his tiring and brilliant fighting for the proposed in the Underwood
to Mr. Hughes' strictures
state penitentiary here shortly before tures and was not under control until
a vigorous stand against the provision proven to be as pure as any water In language
1:35 o'clock this afternoon.
for the state depart- lust four days, two secrets of General
counselor
Imupon the Water and Light company,
be
To
the west, lie maintained
that
in
raw
for
free
three
noon and burned fiercely. The plant
years.
sugar
in
defending
The estimated loss is $700,000. For
He said that Mr. HugheB was
of
New I'edro Ojeda's success
is the largest prison twiue manufac- a time the entire institution was ment, John Bassett Moore,
Representatives from Louisiana, led pounding water was not a feasible wrong on every statement that entirely
Naco, Sonora, were made known to
he had
York.
water
and
the
that
aidbrought
proposition
and
more
Broussard
are
There
by Representative
tory in the country.
lihoueh much cxclte- threatened,
mane
me
of customs for the day.
mecnanicai
be
To
collector
most
concerning
pari.
and
dlf,
from
ed
from
and
quickly
directly
Michigan
by members
than 10OO prisoners in the peniteu-- j mpnt previljie( amcmg the one thous
One was the possession
of artildistrict of Saluria, Texas, Andrew II.
source of supply was the best. He ex of the water works system, and that
assailed
tho
beet
other
states,
sugar
tiary.
and prisoners, good order prevailed. Evans.
lery of the latest French pattern,
duties approved by the Ways and plained that while the water was lie would put up $200 to be given to
News of the fire soon spread to None of the
prisoners escaped and
To be V. S. attorney, western dis- throwing two explosive shells a minu- Means committee and President Wil- sometimes a little roily that the re-- charity if he could not prove that ho
and
distant
three
miles
Leavenworth,
none were injured.
te.
The main cell trict of Texas, J. L. Camp.
The other reason was that an
made every was wrong before an unprejudiced
son,, as ruinous to the sugar industry ports of Dr. Massie,
hundreds of persons began streaming houses were untouched.
U. S. marshal, northern dis- English named John Dean, during the in their states.
be
Biu" lnat
To
wouiu
was
showed
wholesome. J1"
that
it
month,
out to the prison, anticipating an outA separate building containing the trict of Texas, William J. McDonald; daring sallies of the Mexican soldiers
;lilim tllilt llis postofllce building
Washington, D.
April 12. The Santa Fe water is nearlv all of it "ot
break.
v.omen's department caught fire. The western district of Texas, John Rog- - has been foremost in the fray. His
was the most commodious and con102 to 45, another from snow beds and water purifies
caucus also
In fear of a mutiny, prisoners work- women were removed, however, and
presence has been kept a secret, for amendment rejected
ers.
venient to be found anywhere, that it
- iself In flowing six miles
'
lie
Brous
explain-by
Representative
below
were
the
in
mines
the
Rob-- ! "filibusters" are in disrepute
ing
kept
that structure was not badly damaged.
in the
1). C, April 12.
wa Pr 'ceence
Washington,
".
of
the
on
new
to
ed
work
hand
extend
the
of
this
sard,
year
outproposing
period
The twine plant and warehouses, ert W, Jennings, of Juneau, is to be tiesent Mexican revolution.
ground and others who were at
was here and was being used
l'"linK
work
should
become
and
before
a
the
free,
gace
building
sluice,
sugar
side tasks were rushed to the cell containing costly machinery and a big
for
his
Dean, by
expert marksmanship,
appointed U. S. district judge
two until I'ncle Sam should furnish a bet
houses.
stock of twine was the largest of its Alaska, and C. L. Reames, of Med- - v.as said to have been responsible for from three years as proposed by the- of bricking and cementing the said
ter one, and so it was with the watef
to four years. Representa- tanks at the plant works. He
committee,
At l o'clock the twine plant, tailor kind in the country.
ford, Oregon, has been selected for V. many of the hard defeats suffered by tive Hardwick then precipitated the that the water mains were flushed six system. No one claimed that it was
debeen
room
had
shop and engine
Hemp soaked in linseed oil and the S. attorney for the district of Oregon. the horde of constitutionalists sllr'
).eal free sugar fight by bringing up his times a year
The amount of water: perfect. It was, however, the best
stroyed and the lire was within 200 fuct that the prison water plant was
me email leuicti gmuuuu. amendment to make sugar free at used in Santa Fe for domestic pur- tystem and giving the best service in
INVESTIGATION.
luuuuiug
STRIKE
COAL
feet of the cell houses, but was be defective, gave the ilames a good start
fie was assisted in the artillery divis- once.
Washington, D. C, April 12. Senaroses, per capita, is far in excess of the state.
.before the fire fighting apparatus from
lleved to be nearly under control.
ion by two American negroes, desert- Mr. IJerger was called into the
resolution
a
introduced
Kern
tor
VOTE DOWN AMENDMENT.
that used in many other cities. He ex- today
The three buildings destroyed were Leavenworth arrived. Trusty prison- federal investigation of ers from the Ninth I'nited StateB
D. C, April 12. By an nlained the use of meters. Questions; breach, when several questions were
for
a
Washington.
calling
ers
aided materially In fighting the
100 feet long and two and three
"'"S- asked, and gave an extended
the house vere then asked and discussions arose
the coal strike in West Virginia.
majority,
overwhelming
fire.
stories in height.
Dean saw service for many years in Democratic caucus today voted down
of the first water works ever
iwttry
were
BILL.
the
CIVIL
which
SUNDRY
regarding
system,
The Bre broke out at 11:50 o'clock
Lansing, Kans. April 12. "In my
the English army, lighting through the amondhientB to the sugar tariff ached
in
Santa Fe.
used
Presi12.
Mr.
answered
D.
Owen.
carefully
C, April
Washington,
by
in the twine plant. Fanned by a high opinion, much of the damage in the fire
other campaigns. i:le proposed by Representative BrousSeligman was called on
wi'h Transvaal and
Mr. Levi A. Hughes was then called
conferred
Wilson
today
dent
was
to
due
the
and
structure
it
of
away
wind, it swept that
feeding
by prissave a brief and business like ex- I Ojeda has promoted hiin to a general- isard. of Louisiana,
and
on the snhiect of sew
to
and
by
Martin
sDeak
L.
Representa-R.
supported
imon
Senator
said
Chief Michael Bahler, of
oners,"
attacked the tailor shop.
sen-- I ship.
members from the sugar states to ers. Before doing so, however, lie Pianauon oi me mouus operanui oi
fire department at tive Fitzgerald, chairman of the
A hurry call for aid was sent to the Leavenworth
DARING PLOT.
cpmthe provision for free sugar
eliminate
house
and
a rather acrimonious
ate
attack s'!in8 bonus ,0 buiId a sewer system,
Appropriations
Leavenworth and the Leavenworth 3:30 o'clock, at which time the fire
Nogales, Ariz., April 12. As Amer- in three years and provide an im upon the Water and Light company. lle said he did not thlnk il wa8 nece8'
'
JrUttee, about the early passage of a
lire department responded with all its practically was out.
' wait to pave the streets until
sundry civil bill. Mr. Taft vetoed the ican officers danced at an army "hop" mediate 10 per cent reduction to be He said that the matter of using
apparatus. Aided by prison guards
because
it
here last night, Deputy United States followed by gradual reduction for six meters was Immaterial ns the charter after the sewers were laid, as the pres- in
the
last
bill
congress
and every available citizen of the
contained a provision 'exempting la- Marshal Frank Taylor was rounding years. The vote against it was 86 to did not permit their use. He explain- tnt day methods of paving did not
DAY IN
town of Lansing, the department at
bor unions and farmers' organizations up suspects in a plot to free Mexican 15.
ed why the water of the city had been prevent tearing up streets to lay any
1:25 o'clock seemed to be making
The
from prosecutions under the food law. federal soldiers held here on parole.
roily, and argued that the erection of kind of wires or pipes.
flames.
the
"headway against
SENATE.
arrests were made.
Three
n new reservoir was one way to solve thought it. would be economy to pave
YET.
PASSED
LAWS
NOT
are
of
Most of the prison buildings
PRINCE
President
Clark prethe problem. After a rather forceful immediately, as he had seen bills as
According to documentary evidence SWEDISH
Washington. D. C, April 12. Secre
brick and staudstone. The prison was sided for .the first time.
it was planned for the prisoners to es- high as $S00 paid out by the city for
noncommittal
KING
and
when
was
Brvan
feeling arraignment of the
tary
built in 1864. Numerous additions
Nominations from, President Wilson tp)(1 of tl)e
Genand
to
in
assist
cleaning up six streets in Santa Fe.
took
Sonora,
cape
and
water
Naco,
company, he
.Japanese government's
since have brought the total cost up received.
OF ALBANIA lip thelight
Several of the city aldermen came in
as eral Ojeda in the defense of that town.
to him, that
to
Ambassador
Chinda,
structiona
subject
assigned
tt. $2,000,000.
three
are
There
large
but nothing1
Bills to authorize national banks to recorded in the news dispatches, to According to the evidence the plot
the discussions,
during
ot the sewers.
Mr.
had
preHughes
10S4
cells. loan
cell houses containing in all
on real estate Introduced r'ake formal representations in re- was to escape while the American of12. Prince William of pared a rhetorical introduction to his was accomplished in arriving at an
money
Vienna,
April
Scores of women and children, rela- l.y Senator Nelson.
with the city council regard to the California land litigation ficers attended the dance early this Sweden, second son of King Gnstave, subject, which was replete with dex- understanding
tives of guards and prison employes,
of cleaning up th
the
v 111 be the first
matter
of
the
Coast guard service to be composed construed aB
ex- morning.
of
occupant
He
The
terous
garding
said:
He
prisoners,
and
simile
many
metaphor.
who live in .cottages in Lansing, flock- o
the life saving and revenue cutter pressed only the sentiment that it them federal army officers, fled to this throne of Albania, If the wishes of the "Santa Fe does not need our efforts in city. The meeting then adjourned.
time
the
ed, about the gates from the
services proposed in bill by Senator would be time to consider formal rep side during the state troop attack on. triple alliance, liermany,
her behalf nearly ns much as we need
first alarm sounded, eager to learn Townsend.
out. This the
Sonora. Thev were relpnspd gary and.. Italy. are carried
resentations after the laws in ques- opportunities she gives us for per...,. mauc.. ....!...- - vv. . .111t.
news. Many women in tears begged
elections
for nomination tion had been passed by the California jon parole Thursday
ailliuuiiceiiieiii Hits
iituny
scnal effort and individual
growth.
FIVE WOMEN ARE
tc be admitted but were turned back of Primary and
.eue Freie Presse.
can legislature and were under considera
president
Were there not one stone on top of
CANNONADING CONTINUES.
BURNED TO DEATH.
by guards.
didates proposed iu bill by Senator tion by the governor.
Dispatches from ( attaro, tlie sea- another here today, it is yet certain
Naco, Ariz., April 12. Frequent canPetoskey, Mich., April 12. It X
"The prison is burning," was the Cummins.
announce
of
that
Montenegro,
port
told
Raker
President
Representative
that some day In the future, a beauti-- i V was reported here that five worn- - 5
nonading at long range contiued tofirst cry, that rang through the quiet
his Wilson today he had a telegram from uay. i lie Slate u uujio biiuwcu iiu uin- - Itbe fortress of Scutari is being
Senator Newlands
fill city would nestle against our shel-- '
en were burned to death near
to a severe bombardment by
Lansing streets. Business in the small interstate commerce trade commission Senator Sanford, of California, con
tcring hills and point ber spires to-- ' V St. Ignace when fire destroyed i
position to continue a concentrated as- 'the
town was practically neglected as bill.
Montenegrin besiegers.
taining assurances that the alien land sault on Ojeda's position. Desertions
wards our turquoise, skies." He then
their home today.
The dead
everybody, clerks and customers alike,
at 1:05 until 2 p. m. Tues- bill,- when finally passed, would not by the scores from the constitutional-Brad- the
to
been
V
said
Adjourned
Mrs.
be
are
had
the
James
that
given
city
jsnid
stone
rushed up the hill to
walled
have provisions to conflict with any ist ranks are
N Icy, her three daughters and a
With
name
the
the
of
the
ap-day.
Open
othcers
"City
CUBAN
MAYOR
reported,
fortress which ordinarily is to the
treaty obligations between the United jiparently having no control of the men.
HOUSE.
Gate," but like a spider's web tho V neighbor's daughter.
towns people considered harmless
States and Japan.
rbominable water, the unsightly tele- Manv are crossing to the Arizona side, i
to
caucus
Democratic
continued
enough, but which in times of prosJAPAN IS ANNOYED.
of the United States
bill.
on
work
officers
the
tariff
telling
a
becomes
shuddering
pective mutiny
Tokio, April 12. Viscount Chinda, border
Havana. April 12. C'olirino Mendez,
patrol that they are returning
menace.
Japanese ambassador to the United to their homes. General Ojeda's fed-- ; the newly elected mayor of the city of
None of those who flocked to tho
O.
States was instructed today by the forWILSON AT
men and memjeials In general remain staunch with jCienfuegos, in the province of Santa,
prison, save
eign office to make formal representa- their commander.
A
was
last
assassinated
night.
Clara,
bers of the volunteer fire department
CONVENTION OF
tions at Vasbington in regard to the
U'oup of meu waylaid him on the
NEW MADERO STORY.
vere allowed to enter the gates.
legislation of the state
W.
A.
V.
streets while he was,on his way homej
C.
12.
New
Martias
Orleans, La., April
The fire, though still burning fiercely
of California.
end riddled him with bullets.
Vincennes, Ind., April 12. Nine of utred for work trains only.
was under control at 1 : 30 o'clock. Five
Tokio, April 12. Irritation over the flvtoHn fnrniBi. nrlvnte secrfitnrv to
'more
Vincennes, Ind., April 12. Balti-th- e
and Ohio Southwestern work
Richmond. Va., April 12. Miss Jes California land legislation is increas- President Madero, of Mexico, arrived
buildings then had been destroyed.
went
.V
men
200
12.
train
Ore..
men who were on the train were
nearly
April
private
carrying
Eugene,
The warden then estimated the total sie Wilson's address on "What the ing throughout the country. All the hprp tnHnv with a spiisational narra-to through a trestle three miles west of
i
.u
u.hioh MoHom dispatch today from Florence
to a local hospital and it is
loss et 1700,000. The prisoners made Voung Woman's Christian Associa- political parties have sent deputations !
brought
contractors here shortly before 3 o'clock this af- Pino oo ii a i . .. . I'orter Brothers, railwavs
no attempt to escape, although 300 tion Means to the College Girl," was to the premier and to the foreign min- and his
are probably fatally hurt. No
two
said
is
it
are Injured and
were in the prison yard at the time. the principal feature of the program ister asking .them to adopt measures met their death nvicriA iwinro, fwniui tn 18 city, states mai me gasoline, unriiuuu. Many
were lost. Four
re- - lives, it is believed,
One
munucu
asrounu
uii
at
weui
Anvil
the
association's
sciioouer
umuucj
unpunu
convenNational,
mcju
The fire was due to an explosion
to preserve Japanese treaty rights in rurales performed the executions on
of gravel were being unloadcarloads
at-aooux
utm.
is
tier
train
Siuslaw
in
late
North
Dnnging
was
Split
scheduled for the America.
tion, though it
yesterday
the direct order of their superior and
der a motor.
All doctors have been requested to be ed at a high trestle, when it gave way.
The Constitutional party has propos- later they were put to death to seal ternoon.' but was safe last night. It
Lansing, Kas., April 12. Fire that right session.
at
the Union station when the train precipitating the workmen into the
tide
this
to
float
at
her
was
high
hoped
started in the state penitentiary herei The president's daughter has been ed an
from
Oviedo
escaped
boycott and the their lips. After
went down water, which was several feet deep as
morning. No loss of life has been re- - arrives. The trestle which
at 11:50 o'clock today from an ex- an Interested attendant at all the
was
and
one
a
Iis
being the result of the recent flood.
temporary
sessions.
exten-.
in
j
the
pored.
plosion under a dynamo
(Continued on page eight).
(Continued on page five).
A

PHYSICIAN IS ANNOYED.
Homo, April 12. The condition of
tlie PoDe is regarded as grave, esRome, April 12. Prof. Marchiat'ava
pecially on account of his weak state, this morning predicted a relapse when
"his has caused fear to arise that he he heard that contrary to his instruc
will be unable to overcome the new tions, the Pope had been allowed to
attack. The relapse is not yet gener-nll- grant private audiences, lie said:
"If you want to kill him this is the
known, even among the Vatican
way to do it."
t flicials.
GUARDS ARE DOUBLED.
Only the sisters and a nice of the
Rome, April 12. The Pope's condipope were notified of the relapse.
worse. Tm
They drove hurriedly to the Vantican. tion is becoming steadily
ueeu
nave
uouuieu to
Vatican
The
12
10
guards
(G
m.)
p.
Rome, April
insure that no one shall enter.
pope's fever has reached 103.
POPE LOOKS WORSE,
Rome, April 12. The hope is enter1.
I
4tnt 4ha 1 Rome, April 12. The sisters of the
who had believed him entirely
bronchitis .18 due to uraemic acids set- - ope,
impressed
tHng in the upper part of the trachea
e
tQ thfi,r
instead f to infectious Inflammation.
feelings.
They then resumed their
Rome. April 12. A group of people
r.ursing of the patient.
gathered on the steps of St. Peter's,
Cardinal Merry del Val, the papel
gazing at the windows of the pope's secretary of state, declared shortly
apartment, but the Windings of his after noon that the appearance of the
bedrooms were closed this afternoon.
Pope was unsatisfactory. He said he
The Osservatore Domano, the Vati- looked more
haggard and weaker,
can newspaper, published this evening while the difficulty in his
breathing
the following buleltin:
had augmented.
"On April 7 the pope fell ill with a
Cardinal Merry del Val communi
relapse of influenza, with symptoms cated this bad impression to his own
of tracheal bronchitis. The fever stop- father, the Marquis Merry del Val.
ped three days ago but returned to- late Spanish ambassador to the Vati- day with aggravation of catarrh in the lean, and now on a visit to Rome, who,
thorax. There are no symptoms to. together with his wife and daughter,
called this afternoon at the Vatican
cause alarm.
to write his name in the visitors' book SENATOR KERN ASKS
"MARCIIIAFAVA,
(Signed)
in the Pope's ante chamber.
"Amicl.'
STRIKE INVESTIGATION-JAPA-
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the pref ect classics of the stories and
parables of the Bible, through the old
jkgandory tales that were as a set of
'gems strung on a string of the per
IsoiialHy of thu ancient hero, to the
story of today, with its perfect unitj
land plot and brevity, the ideal short
story has at last come into the honor
ithat is due it.
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Mrs. Addison Hall
gave a most
(amusing account of the development
01 tbe rhymed story of troubadore's
tale. This, said Mrs. Hall, lead to the
development of the limmerick or jingles as the Mother Goone rhymes and
Siich classics as this epitath:
"Under this sod and under these trees
Lips the body of Soloman Peas,
lie's not In this hole, but only his
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MANVILLE DUSTBANE
OR SWEEPING POWDER.
H
H

4

TRY OUR COOKING OIL.
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RESOL.VE

OUR PRICES WHEN
WE FIJIST vjark OUfc
IN

pod,

INTER

He shelled out his soul and went up
to God."
Or this:
"If 'Hie Iimmerick's
cocktail
you'd
matt
Stil Mi nonsense with wit just a half
A''d a dash of good fun,
Drno in a pun
And lien make a noise like a laugh."
Mr-- .
E. R. Paul gave as the topic
of tin' day a most concise summary
or ii"' situation in New Mexico, expTain!iT many questions that arise
in the daily press.
Governor Prince then came before
the department to interest the women
in the art and literature of New Mex
ico und especially the collections here
in i lie Historical Society.
Some of
thp rarest old pictures done on skins
a I'd wood and many valuable manuscripts being among the collections.
The club was much Interested in the
old papers signed by such people as
General Kearney and Governor Mogol-Ion- .

GROCERY CO.
40.

ZPHZOHSTE

tf00D5.

Wood

SAWED WOOD

DAWSON COAL
Domestic Lump

I "BUY

Fancy Egg

Fancy Lump

The Woman's Club wishes to announce that the the fidpwordpu.
notinee that at the opening meeting
or l he club on April 30th, the Art and

IT OF CRICHTON."
Phone One Double

O

J.

Lite

th'

1

Acir

mp

rature department

will

present

Shakespearian farce. "
Speak at Last."
There will be a meeting of the club
or the evening of April 16 at 8
o'clock. All members are invited to
co:ne and to bring escorts Dr. Rod- joits, president of the Las Vegas Nor
ma school, will address the club on
the "Psychology of Art." Mrs. Sar-P- '
nt will play and Mrs. Winchester
of Albuquerque will sing.
.

TirifBTQ
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

EDAM CANT A PC To E1 Paso Bisbee Douglass and
rlVUlH jAnlA 1L all points in New Mexico, Ari-

TO MAKE OUR GOODS MOVE FAST, WE NOT ONLY BUY THOSE
WHICH WE KNOW ARE WELL MADE AND WILL GIVE THE BEST SATISFACTION, BUT WE ALSO PUT THE PRICE RIGHT DOWN LOW. WF
CARRY, EXCLUSIVELY, MANY LEADING BRANDS OF TOOLS, CUTLERY
AND UTENSILS, AND WE, OURSELVES, STAND BEHIND EVERYTHING
WE SELL.

ast
or

Best
Route

West

For Rates and Full Information Address

EUGENE FOX,

NEW MEXICO

--

F-

al0EpaS

TEXAS.

INSTITUTE

MILITARY
ROSWELL,

NEW MEXICO.

Worth is showing some of the most
beautiful restaurant
costumes for
early spring.
The one illustrated is of pearl gray
chiffon with the facing and train of
chiffon velvet. The facing is caught
to the chiffon just at the knee with a
band of opal beaded lace from which
depends a fringe of silver beads.
The sleeves and peculiar drapery
which forms the upper portion of thia
gown is indescribable, but the picture "lella the story.
The upper drapery is of gray tulle
embroidered
with silver and opal
beads.

touch
One
individual
peculiarly
which has more of the air of Poret
than Worth is the band of heavy gray
niacreme lace which outlines the
neck, front and back.
This queer gown simply slips over
the head and hangs straight all the
way down like a classic Greek costume.
The cap of cloth of silver with its
opal beaded bands, Its silver fringe
across the back and its saucy feather
complete a coatome which would mak
any woman, who had the temerity to
wear it, the observed of all observers
of any smart restaurant in the world.

(DCS

'The West Point of tbe Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution" by the U S.
War Department.
In the beautiful Peeo
Valley, 3,700 feet above sea level,
sunshine every day. Open air
.
work throughout the entire
Conditions for physteal
are
and mental development
IDEAL such as oannot be found
Fourelsewhere In America.
teen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern In every respect.

Located

Regents

:

K. A. CAHUON, President.

J. E. RHEA,
P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. PO, Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.
,1.

For particulars and Illustrated
address,
COL.

cuta-ogu-

JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt.

Denver

Grande

R. R.

SHORTEST LINE TO

Denver, Colorado Springs
and Pueblo.
WHERE DIRECT CONNECTIONS

There were eight tables of bridge. DeMrs. Thomas A. Hayden entertain licious refreshments were served at a
ed the Auction Bridge club Monday at seasonable hour.
Among the guests were Messrs.
her residence. Mrs. Walter L. Kegel
and Mesdames
McManus,
OrmBby.
made the highest score.
.
Dunbaugh, Fischer, Brown, Carl Hall,
Yontz, Kegel, and Mr. Charles M.
Stauffer.
The husbands of the memBRIDGE PARTY.
Mrs. L. I). Fawcett and Mrs. 0. L. bers of the club were also present.
a
Owen are giving a bridge party this
afternoon in honor of Mrs. D. D. Old- WOMAN'S CLUB.
bam, of Clovis.
On Wednesday morning the board
of directors of the Santa Fe Woman's
Club held its last meeting for this
UIERNES CLUB.
Mrs. Walter N. Kegel entertained year, at which time the directors exthe "Viernes" club at her home yes- tended greetings to the president, Mrs.
There were four L. C. Collins for the successful work
terday afternoon.
tables of bridge. The party was much done by her in the organization of the
club.
(n joyed.
At the Homo and Chi d Welfare de
partment meeting, Mrs. B. Z. McCul- TEACHERS CLUB.
lough read a most beneficial paper on
Miss Marie Green is entertaining the
"Woman, the Home Maker." Among
Teacher's club this afternoon at the other
things that Mrs. McCulIough
residence of her uncle, H. P. Stephens.
emphasized were: That 91 per cent
There will be a "sewing hour" for of the women
were, connected with
Miss Fern Enos who la to be married the home and
home making, so it
on April 23 to a Californian.
seemed reasonable that their educa
tion should be along these lines; that
home making was a profitable occuFIFTEENCCLUB.
The Fifteen club met with Mrs. pation since it paid its dividend in human life; and that as many women
George Marsh, and Mrs. Rapp presided. Mrs. Weltmer gave a paper on could not do the exacting duties of
"The New Mexico Authors." Mrs. the borne and those of outside work
Newhall read a story: "My Friend in combination, 'it behooved them to
first do the more Important work of
Will," by Charles F. Lummis.
At a former meeting of the club the tbe home.
Miss Hutson of the domestic science
afternoon
was devoted
to "The
of the Santa Fe schools,
department
Mrs.
I'astores,"
Rapp giving the paper and Mrs. Hinojos translating the then explained the domestic science
play from an old edition of the book, course as It Is taught In the schools
today. This was most helpful to the
as it is given at Taos, N. M.
The next meeting of the club will mothers.
On Thursday afternoon the Art and
be with Miss Massie.
Literature department devoted an af--

...

...
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AUCTION BRIDGE.

ARE MADE

IFOR ALL EASTERN POINTS
THROUGH LINE TO

Salt Lake City, Ogden and
the Pacific Coast.
For Information as to Rates, Reservations, etc., call on
Win. M. Scott, Traveling Freight and Passenger Agent, New
Mexican Building, or at Union Depot.
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A DANCE.

short story and its development. Miss
Ruth Laughlin gave a most complete
list of successful short story writers
of today, including the name of Geo.
Manlaw Rhodes as New Mexico's contribution to thia noted class of those
vho have succeeded In this none to
easy field. Miss Laughlin then read
O Henry's little tale, "While the Auto
Waits," as an illustration of the ideal
short Btory of today. "Mr. Henry always manages to have his stories end
with the
said
Miss
unexpected,"
Laughlin.
Mrs. W. H. Pope then read In a
most pleasing manner, the scholarly
THIRTEEN CLUB.
paper prepared by Mrs. John Dendahl
Mrs. F. E. Nudlne entertained the on the development of the novel and
Thirteen club and several guests last short story, from the days of the wannight While no prizes were competed dering story teller to the modern arfor everyone received a "Drize" In th tistic novel and tales of the twentieth
shape of a beautiful American rose. century. Mrs. Dendahl said that, from
Miss Kate Muller gave a dance Wed
nesday night at Library hall in honor
of her brother-in-laand sister, Mr.
and Mrs. Burch, of New York City.
The affair was attended by fifty or
sixty persons who voiced their appreciation and enjoyment by dancing until long after midnight.
Mrs. Burch
as formerly a resident of Santa Fe
and has many friends here. Miss
Muller s home is in PhiladelDhla hut
she spends part of each year In this
city, where she Is very popular.

...

learn shorthand, the better to take
notes and dictation from their teachers.
Babeball
practice still continues
every night after school. We will play
the first regular game next week with
the fast Boy Scouts.
Now that examinations
are over
we're wondering, did we flunk?
Track work begins in earnest Monday, for we are going to the state
meet at Albuquerque on May 3, and
we expect

to take some points.

As

a preliminary, there will be a class
meet on April 2G, and we expect as
freshmen to carry off first place.
Colonel Berger, a former resident of
Santa Fe, addressed our high school

on Friday morning.
Now that summer is coming, we are
anxious about our promised swimming
pool.
The seniors begin practice on the
class play next week. They will present a college drama.
Principal Lougee is designing ways
and means to provide the high school
with an upright piano in the near future. There are available from a
couple of entertainments held during
the year, funds sufficient to make the
first payment and the balance is believed to be in sight
The annual concert will be given by
the girls of the Santa Fe high school
under the direction of Miss Bishop, in
the high school auditorium on Friday
evening, April 18. The program will
consist of choruses, instrumental and
vocal soloe and other musical numbers. The young ladles and Miss
been working bard
Bishop have
throughout the year to do their best
ol this occasion.
Next Monday evening there will be
a free stereoptlcon lecture in the high
school auditorium by the professors of
the School of Archaeology. The sub-qeof the lecture will be "The Origin
of the American Indian," and will be
illustrated with fifty slides. The public is cordially Invited.
OTHER SCHOOL AFFAIRS.
The teachers throughout the grades
are using spare moments and somo
time in the evenings after school In
making preparations for the May fete
and field day to be held the last week
ot school. The boys are planning to
enter the athletic contests and if pos-

sible carry off the honors. For these
contests the pupils of the school will
be divided into two classes; those un
der fourteen years of age and those
over. There will also be events plan- (Continued on page three).
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GARDEN HOSE IS THE STRONG, SERVICEABLE KIND THAT
WILL SPRINKLE YOUR LAWN LIKE AN APRIL SHOWER.
OUR

WOOD DAVIS HARDWARE

COMPANY.

--

i

"IF

Phone 14.

L

IT'S

HARDWARE

WE HAVE

Phone

light!
N THESE DAYS OF MODEKN METH
ODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod-hoern
and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes Is very much to be
desired.

me

fiiding our seats and arranging our

The

m

Goods on ow shelves

(Contributed By the Freshmen.)
School opened Monday morning in
our new building. After the fun of

d sks, opening exericses were held.
Professor Wagner was the first speak;
er and he told us how comfortable we
looked in our new quarters, bow satisfactory for high school purposes they
were and that he desired and expected
e en better work than In our previous
cramped
quarters. Mr. Jose Sena
was next and said he too was pleased
with the new quarters, that the Santa
Fe high school was doing the beBt
work of any high school in the state
and that this was a recognized fast
throughout the state. County Superintendent John V., Conway was the next
speaker and complimented us on our
new quarters, and praised the faculty
of the high school for accomplishing
ko much for the Santa Fe city schools
and he expressed that it was his hope
end Intention to secure Prof. Wagner
as director of the county institute,
that his schools might also receive a
benefit from his long experience as
an educator. Prof. Norton, of the Business College, was the last speaker and
he thought the quarters were very
nice and that the scholars should

MOTTO

WED0NTVWTOUR.

j

HIGH SCHOOL NOTES.

zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.

OUR

IS "QUICK SALZ&
AND aSAIAU, PROFIT."

l

oal

THAT

The bio Drorj" come

POWER
N

IS QUITE

SO CONVEN

IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
Estimates and full inforday and night
mation cheeerfully given.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

goal

Wood

aolree8t

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP

STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A, T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

V. SPARKS,

elciIn,
and FIXTURE

ELECTRICAL LIGHTING
OP

ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

You Can

Have Your House Wired While
HAVE

IT DONE

AT COST.

Percolators , Grill,
Irons,

WORK

Phone 22)

Etc.

J.

Springs Hereli "Fixitshop-not have that
Why
Upholstering

and Furniture
paired?

For Repairing of All Kinds
In Metal and Wood

Done
Re-

'GUNS, BICYCLE,

We make 'Mission Furniture,
Shelving, Counters, 5tepl adders, and do all kinds
of

UPHOLSTERING

i4

SPECIALTIES

repairing.

J.F.RHOADS
NOVELTY WORKS. ,
X04 GALIBTDO
SANTA

Telepkoie

LOCK, KEY

157 W.

::

ST.N. M.

FE.

I28GiBtieoSt PfcOMlWJ
-

Just Try a Nw

it you tsai

Mextaan Want A4
muck returns.

SATURDAY, APRIL 12, 1913.
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CASH CLEARANCE
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Begins Thursday April 17, 9 a. m.
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The Genuine Clearance Sale of the Season! Tempting Prices! Enticing Bargains ! A Real Sale Tempter! SALE BEGINS
THURSDAY, APRIL 17, AT 9 A. M., and continues for nine days. Owing to the very LOW PRICES made during this sale, all

goods will be sold FOR CASH.

Read this poster ! Come to the sale ! Bring this circular with you!
SHIRT SPECIAL"

CHALLIE SPECIAL
20 pieces New Challies Persian Pattern

on sale while they last per yard

One lot Men's Shirts worth up to $1.00, all sizes and assorted patterns, at
tempting price of

4c

All Wilson Bros.' E. & W. and Ferguson
on sale

Shirts

95c
$1.95
$2.65
$3.95

$1.50 for

Men's Felt Hats, sold at $2.50 for

8peclal Bleached Huck Towels, for each.
Stetson

$5.00 values go

at

JUL

One-Hal-

BARGAIN IN SHIRTS.

MEN'S HATS (Entire Stock on Sale)

tmsff"- Men's Felt Hats sold at

Complete Line of Ladies' Handbags in Leather and
f
Price.
Crochet at Exactly
All trunks, suit ca3es and traveling bags on sale
at 15;f reduction.
Men's low cut shoes, trousers, gloves and
at special low price.

PA-t- he

McKinney High Grade $1.25

QCf.

neck-wea-

NEW SPRING GINGHAMS.
500 yards of

pretty Ginghams, values to

15c a yard, Tempting

sale price

UMBRELLAS.

O

One lot good umbrellas assorted handles
a regular 75c value, Special Sale Price. ...

per yard

HOSIERY BARGAINS.

CHILDREN'S

Young Men's

50T; Reduction on

0.

Women's Silk Hose all colors, a 75c value, now pair

LACE HOSE.

One lot of all Wool Serge dresses, regu- - d p A A
lar $10 value, Clearance Sale price only pD.UU

SERGE DRESSES

5c

One lot Black Lace Hose, regular 15c value on sale per pair

S AC

4v

Large assortment of Serges, Dress and Silk Waist.
Also party and evening dresses, go in this sale
at 33
Reduction.

TOWELS, SHEETS, PILLOW CASES AND MUSLINS.

Suits

M

fll C

SPECIAL
LADIES' SUIT
entire stock of the Palmer Suits.

,.8c

Women's Plain Black Hose very special at per pair.

,'

i

3

DC

Special Bleached Huck Towers, for each,

lie

Pillow Cases 45x36, Special each

One lot of Young Men's Suits, good Assortment of
sizes in this lot, worth $15 to $18 "must
QC
be sold,' 'your choice

81x90 Seamless

t7
wltSJ

Sheets extra

good, well worth 85c on sale each

i :A

BOYS' SUITS

Ol

Bleached Muslin, Sale price

1,000 yards 12

200

65c

CALICO.

Wo

25 pieces of

Ail $1.00 and $1.25 Silks go

reduction on entire stock of new spring
suits consisting of Blue Serge, Grays, Gray Mixture, Tan and Novelties in Norforks and Sack
Styles.

75c and $1.00 Lingerie

WATCH OUR WINDOWS

75c

at

Waist

Waists only

$2.75 Tailored

Waists, Special...

Tailored Waists, Special

.

$2.00 Girls' Middy Blouse, Special.

WATCH

i,ed for the girls in the field day exEach room will provide
ercises.
something especially for the girls in
the way of a May pole, a folk dance,
sume calesthenic exercises. One of
the grammar grades will stage a play,
Hiawatha, out under the spreading
trees. Another will put on "Little Boy
Blue." There will be Hobin Hoods and
Milkmaids, a queen and ber maids and
some Brownies and clever clowns.
The athletic association Friday sent
in an order for some athletic goods
consisting of a vaulting pole, a twelve
pound Iron shot and canvas bases foi
the baseball diamond. This sporting
apparatus will be very much appreciated by the boys.
The Spanish classes, under the instruction of Miss Sena, are making
Aside from
their courses practical.
the work in grammatical construction
and the readers, one day each week is
given to conversational Spanish in
which each member by turns engage
the class in conversation for three or
four minutes. Another day's lesson is
assigned in the local Spanish news
f or wis
paper El Neuvo Mexicana.
purpose each member of the class is
furnished with a copy of the paper
each week and the local items of news
as well as the general news column
id read In Spanish and translated into
Sabbath.
English.
Governor McDonald's Arbor Day
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
proclamation was received the past
week and read in several rooms. The
teachers made short talks and the chilDE VARGA8.
dren followed in the discussion on the
W. R, Lett, San Francisco.
significance of the day. Some trees
A. G. Jaffa, Santa Fe.
and shrubbery ordered for the day
D. D. Conway, Alamosa, Colo.
was delayed, but will be planted later.
L. W. Clark, San Francisco, Calif.
Dr. A. W. Daggett, Duquoln, 111.
Miss Kate Muller gave a small card
Henry Ely, Chicago, 111.
M. J. Seaton, Kansas City.
party Tuesday, a few friends being
invited to gather for the last time beH. E. Theleorn, Chicago.
fore the departure of her sister, Mrs.
Mrs. H. E. Treleorn, Chicago.
G. B. Burch. Mr. and Mrs. Burch will
Mrs. Mary Charvat, Chicago.
leave soon for their home In the east.
MONTEZUMA.
H. C. M. Coates, El Reno, Okla.
SHAKE8PERIAN BURLESQUE
H. E. McDermott, Denver.
A Shakesperiau burlesque will be
Mrs. M. Shaw, City.
given soon by the literary and avt dew. H. Brown, City.
partment of the Woman's club.
Jack McNeill, St. Louis.
H. L. Galles, Albuquerque.
U. Tanow, Albuquerque.
YOU CAN CURE THAT BACK ACHE
W. M. Freedman, Denver.
Mr. and Mrs. M. Robert Stapp, Aber
Pain along the back, dizziness, headache and general languor. Get a pack- deen, Wis.
F. H. Michtell, Chicago.
age of Mother Gray's AROMATIC-LEAM. B. Catterell, Chicago.
the pleasant root and herb
cure for all Kidney, Bladder and . A. L. Baker, New York. "
Vrinary troubles. When you feel all James G. Fitch, Socorro.
run down, tired, weak and without enRoy T. Bishop, Pendleton, Oregon.
ergy use this remarkable combination Edward Mitchell, Denver.
cf nature's herbs and roots. As a George W. Cantwell, Denver.
tonic laxative It has no equal. Mother J. L. Humphreys, City.
EUROPEAN.
Is sold by Durg-gist- a
Gray's Aromatic-Lea- f
or sent by mail for 50 cts. Mrs. Woods, San Antonio.
J. W. Francis, El Paso.
Sample sent FREE. Address,
The
J. P. McNulty, Cerrlllos.
X'other Gray Co., Le Roy. N. Y.
.

Stockton, Calif., April 12. Thou- nf hpnd nf rattla and Hheen are
threatened by starvation in the valley
regions of central California, according to stock raisers, and the secretary of agriculture in Washington has
directed a report of the forestry service to investigate for the purpose of
determining whether to grant an appeal that forest reserves be opened for
grazing purposes.
A message received today by San
Joaquin county's representative in the
state legislature, from Congressman
John E. Baker, sift s that the secretary
of agriculture has promised to do all
The
possible to relieve conditions.
message says that the forestry representative is on the way here to confer
with the chief forester of this state.
The Btate legislature adopted recently a joint resolution appealing to the
government to permit an increase in
the number of animals to be fed on the
reserves. Lack of rain is responsible
for feed conditions in the valley, and
stock owners assert that aboslute starvation must result unless relief is afthe grass
forded. In the mountains
has attained normal growth.
KfirulM

!
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Baby To
Rule the House

Hooray!

No Longer Do Women Fear The Greek
est of All Human Blesting.
It Is a Joy and comfort to know that
those
pains and other distresses that are said to precede
may easily he avoided. No woman need
fear the slightest discomfort If she will
and
fortify herself with the
d
remedy, "Mother's Friend."
This Is a most grateful, penetrating, external application that at once softens anil
makes pliant the abdominal muscles and
ligaments. They naturally expand without
the slightest strain, and thus not only
banish all tendency to nervous, twitching
spells, but there Is an entire freedom from
nausea, discomfort, sleeplessness and dread
that so often leave their Impress upon tho
babe.

The occasion Is therefore one of un
bounded, Joyful anticipation, and too much
stress can not be laid upon the remarkable
influence which a mother's happy, pre-natdisposition has upon the health and for
tunes of the generation to come,
Mother's Friend Is recommended only for
the relief and comfort of expectant mothers,
thousands of whom have used and recommend It. Ton wtll find It on sale at all drug
to the
stores at S 1.00 a bottle. Write
Bradfleld Regulator Co., 130 Lamar Bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga., for a most Instructive book on
this greatest pf all subjects, motherhood.

BLAME IS LAID
ON SAILORS

WINDOWS

WOODROW'S HISTORY REAPTING MAN.
j

Belgium, April 12. Bill
ti,tc. nit,,
. ui li t ...
uuaiun
ijuo viij
ra
wWch
re(
were nrinted the Socialists calls to the
men to "strike for manhood, suffrage
and the equal vote" by laying down
their tools on Monday, when it is ex
pected that more than 300,000 men will
quit work in Belgium.
"This is a
The placards added:
strike of folded arms and not of raised fists. Respect the liberty of those
who wish to work and the authorities
will alBO respect the freedom of those
who wish to cease work."
Brussels, Belgium, April 12. Singu
lar variations of sentiment have been
developed both In the Belgian capital
in connection
and in the provinces
with the political struggle for man-- j
hood suffrage which is expected to in-volve 500,000 of the 800.000 Belgian
workingmen on Monday
One strange phenomenon is the sup- - j
uort, active or tacit, given by many
Some
employers to the movement.
ct them have even declared that they
will continue their workmen's wages
during the Btrike, while others have
contributed to the strike funds or of- fered to take care of the Strieker's
children.
The clerical newspapers insist that
rich liberals are rapidly swelling the
strike fund, while liberal and radical
clubs in various cities are openly
the movement by subscription.
The minister of war is transferring
all troops from the posts of where
they have been stationed to other',
have no
piaces, where the soldiers
acquaintances, and so can be used
more efficiently in case of disturb- C.'haiieroi,
v.nn.. ann

OUR

Cash Store

CATTLE AND SHEEP
RECOGNITION OF
300.000 MEN TO
STRIKE MONDAY
FACE
URGED
STARVATION
UNION

The range of temperature yesterday
Denver, Colo., April 12. With no
was from 25 to 57 degrees; the humid35
The
cent.
recommendation
for legislation to aid
was
temperature
ity
per
at 6 a. m. was just freezing. Yester- in. preventing or settling strikes, the
day was a clear day, somewhat warmlegislative committee today suber than the day before but 5 degrees joint
mitted Its report covering the investibelow the normal temperature.
into conditions in the Northern
The temperature in other cities at gation
Colorado coal fields, where a strike
8 a.m. today was as follows :
has been in progress for a considerAmarillo 30; Bismarck 32; Boise 64; able time. The report is a document
Cheyenne 30; Dodge City 26; Durango o about twenty-fivclosely typewrit28; Flagstaff 20; Grand Junction 36; ten pages.
Helena 36; Kansas City 38; Lander
In effect the committee finds that
32; Los Angeles 58; Modena 26; Phoe- tlie
Rocky Mountain Fuel company
nix 62; Portland 50; Pueblo 26; Rapid '
chiefly is standing on its legal rights
Roswell
30;
48;
28;
Roseburg
City
In its refusal to recognize the miners'
Salt Lake 44; San Francisco 50; Spo- union."
34.
kane 48; Tonopah 40; Winneinucca
It criticises the union for what it
THE FORECAST.
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Fair and terms "failure to fulfill its contracts
in several instances.".
warmer tonight and Sunday.
that
The committee recommends
For New Mexico: Tonight and Sunday fair, warmer in east portion; frost the fuel company be urged to recognize the United Mine Workers of Amin southeast portion tonight.
yielderica as a labor organization,
CONDITIONS .
ing "Its determination to maintain an
over
The barometer continues high
the western states, with clear, cool open shop policy," and that the union
to furnish adequate
officials
weather, and sharp frosts quite gen- bond to arrange
guarantee the fulfillment of
erally over Nebraska, Kansas, eastern '"its
part of the contract."
Colorado, northwest Texas, Oklahoma
"The committee makes no- recomand New Mexico. Over the western
plateau and the Pacific states the bar- mendation for legislation," says the
ometer is slowly falling, with further rtport in closing, "inasmuch as it sees
rise in temperature, and in the Pacific no possibility of settling the present
northwest unsettled weather. Condi- difficulty or preventing future strikes
tions favor pleasant weather over the by such a method."

4 TO 9

Tell Your Friends.

JULIUS H. GERDES

THE WEATHER
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY ROOSEVELT THE SECOND,
THE QUIET, UNOBTRUCISE YOUNG MAN FROM NEW YORK.
History, as remarked by the late
Messrs. Plato, Socrates, Shakespeake,
tacon and the rest of the old ginks
who copped all the good expressive
phrases before us guys that really
need them were born, has a habit of
repeating itself. And the Roosevelt
family has always been right on the
job of helping out when history felt
little weak in the repeater. Therefore:

political career, five years ago.
Frank D. is ouly a fifth cousin to
Theodore, but he's a nephew by marriage, lie was born 31 years ago and
followed the Roosevelt trail through
Groton and Harvard in a leisurly way.
Law was his choBen profession and ho
began practice In New York City. Ho
the
married Miss Eleanor Roosevelt,
niece of Theodore, in 1905, and it
wasn't two years before he began his
Insurging which might show the difference between a fifth cousin by birth
and a nephew by marriage.
Assistant Secretary of the Navy,
Roosevelt the Second
remember,
tbere was another Assistant Secretary
is a
of the Navy Roosevelt in 1897-9mighty well liked young man in Washington, He is a member of a lot of
uplift and scholarly organizations; is
a Democratic insurgent of the most
Democratic and insurgent type and in
addition to all this knows a whole lot
about the navy. He has literary tastes
and three children. The former run
to naval subjects, he being engaged
in the praparatlon of biographies of a
lot of old naval commanders. The latter run to boys there being two boys
and one girl in the new generation.

j

I

1

j

j

Nogales, Ariz., April 12. American
refugees arriving here today from
Guaymas are inclined to place upon
American sailors the responsibility for
the street clash Tuesday night in
Guaymas In which two American sail- ors were killed and a number of sail- ors and Mexican police were wounded,
They state that fifty seamen were on
shore leave without the customary escort of officers and that American resiFRANK D. ROOSEVELT.
dents, fearing a rate clash, warned
Cansular Agent C. V. Taylor, who de$100 Reward, $100.
as how President Wilson ex- clined to take any action in officially
The readers of this paper will lc j Being whole lot of
a
history s naked- posed
notifying Admiral Cowles.
at ,nn,
r,PH.Pc. ,o .PRni insi mere
tu
aud hM bcca
in
Mexico City, April 12. Reporting one dreaded disease hat science hnb
wWh
the killing of two sailors and the been able to cure in all its stages, and jBbb,ng the oM boy m the rlbB
a pointed stick from which all the
men
from
the
other
of
three
wounding
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
United States cruiser California at the only positive cure now known to pain killing precedent has been carennot
K.lnir
the
mtnlh
rU
Mexi!
Guaymas, Sonora. yesterday by
the medical fraternity. Catarrh being
ra.nk
. H,1 WH8TJnot at f" 8trange
can policemen, American Consul Gull- - a constitutional dlseaae.
requires
nominated for
treatment.
foyle at Hermosillo, Sonora, says tne constitutional
Hall's i
,
incident was "due to the sailors being f.o(Q,,
intn,K. Q, the job of assistant secretary of the
Intoxicated and very disorderly."
j lug directly upon
the blood and nr; navy in Mr. Wilson's cabinet.
Frank Delano Roosevelt is a young
there-- j
cous surfaces of the system,
man who appears to have a chip on nis
WATSON IN COURT.
by destroying the foundation of the
and he's always looking in
and giving
the patient
disease,
the
direction of the chip. A
12.
general
Frank
Watson,
consticuthe
Chicago, April
strength by building up
one of the five defendants in the so- - yon and assisting nature in doing its quiet, peaceful, unobtrusive citizen, is
called Alaska coal land fraud cases work. The proprletros have so muca the way he describes himself. His
whose illness interrupted the case for faith in its curative powers that they quiet unobtruslveness bears a strikthree days, was able to appear in offer One Hundred Dollars for any ing resemblance to the well known
court today and closing arguments case that it fails to cure. Send for list Kilkenny cat when business was good
in Kilkenny.
He was chosen a demwere resumed.
of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., To- ocratic state senator from Duchess
(pronounce it Dooshess) county New
..Subscribe for the Santa F; New ledo Ohio.
York, as an accident, from a district
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Mexican, the paper that boosts all
that had been Republican for 28 years,
Take Hall's Family Pills for
the time and works for the upbuildat the beginning of his unobtrusive
ing ot onr new State,
g

i

j

j

j
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$1.98

$2.00 Girls' Middy Blouses (Special)

Cash Store

-

One lot of Boys' Suits, sizes 4
to 9, a regular $3.50 values on
sale at tempting
price of

50c
$1.15
$1.50
52.25
$1.15

...

$1.50 Tailored

$3.50

Remember the Date.

From Page Two.)

SIZES

LADIES' TAILORED WAISTS.

FITFORM

(Continued

23c

SILKS.

15

j

Sals price

Poplins Voile and Suisse Silks, regular value 35c to 50c, Sale price.

Reduction

SOCIETY

10c
15c

New Spring Lawn, 15c value, per yard
All 20c Lawn and Foulards,

Don't forget the boy, he always needs clothes, over 200
Boys' suits to pick from. Your
choice of entire lot at 25"t

5c

standard Prints, per yard

I

j

It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
when you get them already printed
at the New Mexican Printing Com- pany,
30,000 VOICES.

a
oices What
Thirty thousand
grand chorus! And that's the mini- ber of American men and women who
are publicly praising Doan's Kidney
Pills for relief from backache, kidney
and bladder ills. They say it to
friends. They tell It in the home papers. Santa Fe people are in this
chorus. Here's a Santa Fe case.
Miss Adela Arias, 106 Griffin St..
Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "The splendid results I obtained' from Doan's
Kidney Pills several years ago has
been permanent and for that reason,
my confidence in them has increased.
I suffered from a dull, heavy ache in
the small of my back and was subject
to headaches and dizzy spells. I always felt tired1, had no ambition and
was in poor health wtoen I procured
Doan's Kidney Pills. It did not take
long to cure me and from that day to
this, I have been free from kidney
I willingly confirm tho
complaint.
public statement I gave in January,
1907, telling of my experience with
Doan's Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price b9
n
Buffalo,
Co.,
cents,
New York, sole agents for the Unite
Foster-Mllbur-

States.
Rememoer tne name
take no other.

Doan's

an

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
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DR. W. HUME BROWN,

Every Woman FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
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12, 1913.

Dentist.
Over Spitz Jewelry Stor. ....
Rooms ;, 2 and 3.
MASC'C.
Phone Red 6.
Montezuma
Lodge
Office Hourc 8 a. m. to S p. m.
No. 1, A. V. & A. ML
My
And by Appointment.
communAsk yinirdruf;fTistf(.rit.l
Regular
If l.e cannot ftippiy Iht
HM
ication first Monday
MARVEL, nrptr
ED WALSH'S SPITTER WORKS AS OF OLD, WHITE SOX but
for
illustrated
sei.d
stamp
of each month at
jIF
book
sealed.
It cives full particu
Masonic
Hail at
lars and directions .valuable to ladles.
'! WILL BE HARD TO BEAT, SAYS UMPIRE BILLY EVANS
MUm CQ,4 44 UU2M Mntt.Htw
7:30.
Office 202 Wafer St., Hours, I to 3 P. M
E. R. PAUL, W. M,
!
IIY BILLY EVAN'S.
of
Office. 220 W
Pennsylvania-Lafayettgame
CHAS.
E. LINNEY. Secretary.
sity
Phones j Residence, 9 J
rain.
postponed,
.
Umpire of tlie Araericnn league.
Princeton, N, J.( April 12.
Fe Chapter No
Santa
be'
the
to
Walsh
Ed
continues
If
hurl
to
Coil5
7
Work. Portable
game pontponed, rain-1, R. A. M.
Regulai
,pj'lt ball in 1913 ns he has in years
second.
convocation
used at patient's home.
'gone by, the Chicago White Sox will
Monday of each month
AN INHERITANCE
at Masonic Hall at
jle hard to heat, when he pitches.
f
D.,
7:30 p. m.
TAX
There is no denying that the husky
J. A. MASSIE,
I
PHYSICAN
SURGEON,
and
is one of the greatest
Chicagoan
ARTHUR SELIGMAN1,
HP.
,..,s
9
Rooms
pitchers that ever faced a batter.
LaughlinBldg. Calls
Secretary.
The very fact that ho depends al- Washington, I). C, April 12. A napromply attended day or night.
1
Santa Fe Commandery
tional inheritance tax is proposed in a
most entirely upon the spit ball makes
2 to 4 p. m
7 to 8 p. m
No. 1, K. T. Regular
9 to
a. m
VI
bill t;- be introduced by Representative
his ability to Btand hard work the
conclave fourth MonLaKolli tte. It proposes a graduated
n.ore remarkable.
"a( day in each month at
tax ranging from one per cent on legMasonic Hall at 7:30
To Walsh belongs the title, "Ready
V
f
,
p. m.
acies of less than $5,000 to 50 per cent
No pitcher can honestly
, Rescuer."
WESLEY O. CONNER, JR E. 0.
on
more
of
than
$15,000,000.
Ifg.icies
to
his
honor.
the
Ever
dispute
right
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
The biii would exempt bequeBts to ed.7 since Walsh became valuable to the
ucational and charitable institutions.
Chicago club, which, by the way, was
All other chocolates seem
Santa Fo Lodge of PerA similar bill has been introduced by
i' 1908, he has been the salvation of
fection No. 1, 14th deJones.
Senator
after you once
the Sox. Managers .Tones, Sullivan,
gree. Ancient and Ac- just ordinary
Duffy, and Callahan always called upcepted Scottish Rite of
are just
on him in a pinch. Sullivan used him
BREAK IN LEVEE
Free Masonry meets on try &uf&rjf They
U less advantage than the others.
the third Monday of each month at as
I
IN ARKANSAS BUT
pure and wholesome as they
I commented
7! SO o'clock in the eveniher in the New
upon this one day during
his reign as manager and his answer
Rite
Cathedral.
Scottish
are delicious. We secured the
NO LIUES
Visiting
was truly Sullivanesriue.
Masons are cordially invited to attend.
"I have caught Walsh in so manv
agency for the Huyler line
JAMES A. MASSIE, 32,
Memphis, Tenn., April 12. A break
games that I realize the terrific strain
Master.
Venerable
;ih::5
in the old Mississippi levee at Lake
v si.
knowing there is nothing finer,
.7
it is to work as he has been worked
CHAS. A. WHEELON, Secy.
Jefferson, Ark., ten miles below Rose-clarealize the
of the spit
and because we know too that J
, Miss.,
occurred early today, ac- ball has killed off many pitchers and
"
' ;J
B. P. O.
to telephone reports. No loss
H
cording
I
"will
call-I
to
reconcile
I
simply can't
myself
unconsciously
' of life was reported in the first mes
Santa Fe LodgeNo people
cm Kd to suit the occasion
O. E.,
P.
B.
460,
vabaeof our stock'
sage.
the
In a way Billy Sullivan sacrificed
judge
holds Its regular
jhis career as manager to save his star
lession on, the sec- by the individual lines we
pitcher. Being a catcher he realized
IKEATED. DEBATE OVER
fourth
and
ond
what AValeh was doing.
BILLS.
APPROPRIATION
We will be glad to
ef each carry
Wednesday
Honors fall to Walsh.
He
month. V i i t lag have
works on 6pening dpy. Pitching;
you judge this confecpfnver, Colo,, April 12. Considerabrothers are invitED WALSH.
before big Sunday crowds is always
tion of appropriation bills in the sened and welcome.
tionery as soon as convenient.
his lot, Rescuing falter ng pitchen
ate (his morning developed a heated PR AW T PT.AV'TW
These ,
another
7,
game.
pitch
good
Wr.
is his
H. Adams
debate between Senator
duty.
Doing the heavy
In packages from 10c. up.
Exalted Ruler,
work in all big series he dotes o:i.jnoms nave oeen m' Jnnn. v.
of Alamosa, and Senator S. J. Burris
P M. A. LIENAU.
No criticism ever cut Walsh
so of Pueblo. Senator Adams stated that
Nothing speaks more hi?hly of hiri
Secretary.
than his record. Tn nine years he has ikeenlv as that milled bv Cleoree Baum- he objected to some of the recommen- an
but
would
ions
submitted
da,
piled up
support
average of .G07, while the gartner, of the Browns, last year.
Santa Fe Camp
ibest his team could do in the same
Brown was being tried by St. Louis the report of the finance committee.
M. W. a
13514,
time was .547.
and was picked to oppose Walsh in Senator Burris, chairman of the finmeets second TuesMore young pitchers are tried out Chicago. The Browns kidded him,
ance committee, In his reply declared
day each month, sohim how honored he was to work that he had been Informed by the audijagainst Walsh than against any other
cial meeting third
and
of
state
nan in baseball. When he is right, against Walsh.
tor, treasurer, secretary
at FireTuesday
reduc-tithe
if
managers know it is a task to beat
"Where does Walsh come in?" de- dairy commissioner that
Visit- Hall.
man's
car-rii
him. Often the opposing leader starts manded Baumgartner.
is in the proposed bills were
"He's one of
welcome.
ins;
neighbors
:1 out it would
mean the discharge
a youngster against Walsh, admitting tn best in the business," one of his
A. G. WHITTIER. Consul.
of employes from Pueblo in those dethe chances of victory are slight.
taun mates replied.
A. E. P. ROBINSON, Clerk.
been
"I've
beaten by almost every
"Well, if he's so darned good why partments.
deA boy carrying "special
Burris criticized members of the
bush pitcher in the business," Walsh oosen't
the National League draft
ODD FELLOWS,
once told me. "They start some phe h.m," shot back the kid, who evident- - senate for outwardly supporting the
livery" letters had been earning
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
nom against me and he always works ily thought he was still in the minors. Policy of retrenchment and at the
$36 a month in the Chicago
Makes Average Man Look Like a Pigmy BeJess Willard, Cowboy-PugilisSanta Fe Lodg
same time "not having the nerve to
like a star, although he may never Walsh hasn't recovered yet.
to
in
his
side Him and Carries Weight
Length.
Proportion
meets regularly
He bought a motorcycle and
carry through the program when it
'
his earnings jumped to $65 a
touched their constituents. He said every Thursday evening at 8 o'clocl
j
Jess Willard, fighter, is the tallest feet 7 inches tn his shoes and when
!ie was a complete failure as chairman in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting brothmonth.
W
IDHITF CSW
athlete In the world. In the accom- he takes them off he dwindles to a
In the third month he earned
the finance committee when under ers always welcome.
r!
He.
6
carries
iVo
inches.
.j
panying picture he is shown topping mere 6 feet
$100.
MICHAELS
VO.
necessity of making one dollar go as
Tom Jones (center), Wolgast's man- poundage in proportion to his length,
'
far as two previously,4 and declared FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
:sf swift, safe 4md suce transager, who is larger than the average tipping the beam at around 2:!S pounds
'hicaR0. April 12. The outlook was that he would resign his chairmanship.
portation is needed in YOUR
Tomorrow afternoon at the College
Lodge No. 259, holds its regular
man, and Jack White, who is about when not in training, in righting trim
business the motorcycle will do
the average size. Willard stands 6lhe weighs 225 pounds.
meeting on the first Thursday of each
grounds two rival teams will meet for:Kc,ou ioaay ror me opening oi uie
m.
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Let us show you HOW and
BIG LEAGUERS ARE
Chicago's opponent, probably will have
Memphis, Tenn., April 12. Relief come.
Fully 90 per cent of the Detroit play the college boys, but now the col Slieckard, a local star for years, in its
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the
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are
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seeking revenge, they say
LONG ON ICE CREAM ers eat ice cream for one meal a day
details.
lineup.
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POPE MOTOR CYCLES
St. Louis at Chicago, rain.
2879, Brotherhoverflow will cover a stretch of counvision of society whichever they might but is due to the fact that none is practicing almost every day this week,
AmeriBoston at New York, rain.
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a law.
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(Continued from page one).
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service for seventeen years and is
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chief United States federal building
WHITE PIMPLES
inspector. Manuel Otero, internal rev- Mrs. Hansen, In a Letter From!
enue collector, took him through the
In the Cold
inuune, i ens iiuw 3ne uainea 11.
Went to Ear, Shoulders and Whole federal building and over the United
States property here and he was very
Thick
and
Body,
Sticky on Head, much pleased with the condition of
Weather a
Mobile, Ala. "I suffered for seven
Eruption Covered With Blood.
government property. He left last ev- years, with womanly trouble." writes
Soap and Ointment Cured, ening to inspect buildings in other Mrs. Sigurd Hansen fn a letter from
IS A GREAT COY1FORT. We have some of the
parts of the state.
this city. "I felt weak and always had
Finest Brussels Carpets and Well-Maa headache and was always going to
Ransom, III.
"The trouhlo started on
kugs to
our baby when ho was only about two
attract the eye and meet the purse.
the doctor. At last I was operated on,
WANTS
FEDERAL
old.
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like
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white pimples,
We also have some Handsome Furniture,
and felt better, but soon I had the
We Buy and Sell for Cash. We Will Save You Money
an
iookmi
like
old
scab of
APPROPRIATION
including an Oak Dining Room Set Which is dissame trouble.
blool and matter. His whole
on Your Feed Bills. Let us have aJTrial
played in our show windows. We ask you to
head was covered for a few
FOR RIUER WORK My husband asked me to try Cardul.
see this set and also a great variety of Dishes
mouths then It went to his
I felt better after the first bottlo, and
Order and Convince You.
ear. shoulders, and his whole
which We are Going to Close Out at Cut Prices from
I have a good appetite and sleep
today
now,
St.
Loids, Mo., April 12. 1 1m resobody. It seemed to come out
well. I feel fine, and the doctor tells
thick and sticky on bis head, lution for a federal
THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
appropriation for
while
on
the
other parts of the work of the Mississippi river com me I am looking better than he ever
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was more llko
body
water coming out of the skin.
He would scratch until the
eruption would be all covered
with blood and gradually
spread. The least little stir or rub would
cause the sores to blood, spread and Itch.
Never had a full night's sleep, restless all

CO.

PEERLESS BAR
Fine

and

Imported

Domestic

mission

was introduced

by it.
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ver of Cape Girardeau, Mo.
The resolution called for "such
sums as may be necessary" to enable
the Mississippi river commission
to
carry out the work it has "so wisely
planned for controlling' the floods and
night.
"The sores were horrid to look at. It preventing bank erosion in the Missislasted until he was about two and a half sippi river, and protecting the lives
and property of the dwellers in the reyears old. Then we saw an eczema advertisement in the paper to use
but It gions contiguous to that river."
did no good. Then wo used Cuticura Soap
The congress then adopted resoluand Cuticura Ointment. We put the Cuticura Ointment on thick at bed time and put tions asking the immediate consideraa tight hood on so he could not scratch the tion of adequate provisions for flood
sores. Then we washed it clean with Cuticontrol, for the regulation and control
cura Soap and warm water twice a day, and of stream flow and for the reclamation
he was completely cured." (Signed) Sirs,
of swamp and overflow and arid lands"
E. F. Sulzberger, Dec. 30, 1911.
and in furtherance thereof, asked the
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointmcntara
sold throughout the world. Liberal sample of national congress "to create a body
which will put in effect at the earliest
each mailed free, with
Skin Book.
"Cuticura, Dept.T, Boston."
possible moment such plans in cooper
men should use Cuticura
ation with the several states and oth- Soap Shaving Stick, 2Sc. Sample free.
er agencies as will meet the needs of
the several localities.
The resolutions add that "the most
means will be the
H S. KAUNE
CO. effectual and direct
establishment of a department of public works, with a secretary in charge
who shall be a member of the
Where Quality Governs the Price thereof,
president's cabinet."
"We further believe," says the resoand Price the Quality
lutions, "that the problem of flood control can best be conducted under the
immediate supervision of the president
of the United States."
Its not a new idea, but one
David R. Francis, today received a
well worth considering when
telegram from Washington giving as
you buy your Groceries. The
surance of the active support of the ad-purity and wholesomeness of
ministration in the work of flood con
all foods sold in our store
trol.
Is your best kind of Health
The telegram was read at the closInsurance for you. Inferior
session today but the name of the
ing
goods are not sold by us. We
sender was not given.
leave that to those who wish
The telegram stated that the presito take chances.
HIGH
dent would give earnest consideration
A
PRICE
AND
QUALITY
AS
to the suggestion of a department of
LOW A3 THIS QUALITY
works but would not commit
public
WILL PERMIT Is the basis
himself until he had given further
upon which we want our
study to the matter. v
Please
reputation to rest.
remember this.
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saw me."

If you are sick and miserable, and
suffer from any of the pains due to
womanly trouble try Cardul.
Cardul Is successful because it Is
composed of Ingredients that have been
found to act curatively ou the womanly constitution.
For more than fifty years, It has been
used by women of all ages, with great
success. Try It. Yo'T druggist sells It
N.

8.

Write to:

Ladfts' Advisory Dept., Chatti-noor- a
MediclnCo., Chaltunooira, fenn., for ftircial
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saHENRY KRICK- eDISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUD WEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Agent for Manilou Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Mex.
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3 and 4 are Palace on Wheel
equipped with Compartment Drawing
floom Sleeper.; a Club ear containing
gentlemen's buffet, reading
and smoking room and barber shop. Observation
car with library
ana parior.

Three Other Daily Through Trains East and West
Reduced Rates on Sale to California.
Summer Tourist Rates on Sale June 1st, 1913.
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"SANTA FE ALL THE WAY."
"FRED

HARVEY

MEALS THREE TIMES A DAY."

Let us plan your trip East or West and arrange for
car accommodations on any of our through trains. through
For further Information, time tables and literature
pertaining to
the Santa Fe, call on or address,

sleeping

W. R. BROWN,
D. F. & P. A.,
El Paso, Texas.
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March 15th to April 15th
19)3. Thin ono way at
tickets from Santa Fe, N. M to 18 Angeles, San Francisco, San Diego and
to many other points in California
will be sold for $30.00. Corresnondine
fare from points on otlirr Hops in connection with the Santa Fe. Liberal
I'cmil-elas-

stopover privileges.
Three fast trains rially from Kansas
City carry tourist sleepers
nd free
chair cars. Hurvey meals.
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tions. Information

and
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Valley" folder, apply
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San Francisco, Calif. .April 12. The
cause of the suicide last night of Olga
Tempovlch, a wealthy and beautiful
girl of noble Russian family, remained
Monarch Canned Goods,
today a complete mystery. iBaac RusRichelieu Canned Good.
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Hunt'ifHand Peeled Callfor-- was broken up by the news and
utterly
nia Canned Fruits.
unable to account for it. He had an
appointment to take luncheon with her
CHASE & SANBORN'S
today. There had been no quarrel beTea and Coffee.
tween them and he knew of no un- happlness In her life.
None of her friends could explain
her act, which evidence showed had
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Whore are you going to spend your vacation? If you enjoy dancing, fishing, hunting, horseback riding tennis
playing, trap shooting and all out door sports come to Valley Ranch. Two and three rora bungalows with bath,
Is
to July.
one and two room cabins or rooms in main building.
Accommodations already reserved ahead
Yours?

RATES

SUBSCRIPTION

Organized in 1870.

the teet of a bank'a endurance and strength.
determines Its adaptability to changing conditions. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first Importance In banking, a tradition that still
rules Its policy, but the bank Is not living on Its history
but depends for Its prosperity upon adaptability to presenrime

I

Bronson M. Cutting
Charles M. Stauffer
J. Wight Glddlngs
William P. Brogan

L. A. HUGHES,

-

President.

Matter at the Saata Pa Poatofflee

Socotid Class

12, 1913.

neede.
Commercial Bills discounted.
Credit an! Deposit Accounts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts Issued on
all Countries.
Coupons collected and cashed. Stock ExSalea and Purchases effected.
change
Telegraphic
transfers of money made.
It Is Important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funda for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers In regard to your banking
business.
t-day
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GREAT OAKS AND ACORNS.
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Kidney Pills." Capital Phar
.wonder
"That's all right ma'am!" he ex ltal Pharmacy.
does, and a Utile restraint upon your- Nat Forest, hereby gives notice that macy, .r
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P
EARN $1,000 IN GOLD COIN
Florence
FOR A FEW WEEKS WORK jTerecita

Wsmniel Stnnnrrn
Bailey, Lordsburg. . . .
Torres:, Las Pnlomas.
Mabel Hatger, Mesllla Park...
Mrs. W. II. Ruschaupt, Guam..
jLolita Alexander, Ilillsboro
FMnn

K

flflP

5,000
5,000

PAGE SEVEN

I

REMARKABLE

PLAY

OPENED

WANTS

The Stomach

5,00fl

6,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000 ALL OFFICIAL WASTINGTON ATTENDS
5,000
A PLAY CENSORED IN PARIS BUT
5,000
5,000
PRODUCED IN AMERICA AND
5,000
5,000
5,000

WITH

WAX'I'KD A good waitress. Aily
The interest in The New Mexican's c harlee Cardenas, lldefonso .. 5,100
Josephine Yost, Las Cruces...
Coronado hotel.
$.r0v0 prlzn contest has tribled since Mrs. E. D. Castle, Santa Fe .. 5 003, Stella UH, Grants
the first announcement of contestants Mary Elizabeth McCullough
Edith Dorr, San Marcial
FOR SALK OH THAW.' One lion-- .
in last Monday's paper,
and many
Santa Fe
5,000 Grace Davis, Mogollon
i Im llishop's
Hunch.
new names have been added to the Paul A. Hall, Santa Fe
5,'jOO Laura AA'. Collings, Cubero.,
Aim to make that strong and digestion
you
goodand
list, but is it any wonder? The propo- Mrs. Paul Doran, Santa Fe...
will keep well I No chain is stronger than its weakest
FOR SAI.K Three torn! milk cows
sition of giving away absolutely free Frances Anaya, Santa Fe
5,000 Lillian Heath, Sawyer
link.
No man is stronger than his stomach.
With
in
in number, Mrs. R. Stevenson, Santa Fe.
jiiml two heifers.
IjOOO
Apply Corormdu
5,000 Annie Cameron, Magdalena. .
prizes, twenty-fivstomach disordered a train of diseases follow.
Hotel.
headed by a cash prize of $1000, is Mrs. N. E. Summers, Santa Fe 5,000 Louise Chavez, San Antonio. , . .
5,001 Helen Schmidt, Alameda
tositlvely the greatest and most lib- Clarence Wilson, Santa Fe
Dr. Pierce's
TO UK.NT Suite of five furnished
5,000 Bessie Emerson, Anthony
eral inducement ever made in this sec- Mrs. G. F. McNitt, Santa Fe
Helen
.
.
5.000
An
Fe
the
Mrs. X. S. Bibo, Grants
tion of
offer, such
country.
Winters, Santa
rooms, 2T1 Pal are av im:.1. Call
makes the ntimach healths', the liver active and the Mood pure. Made from
ap The New Mexican is making, is notiEdith Hampel, Santa Fe
forest roots, and extrncU'd without the use of alcohol. Sold y dru(rriBtn in
5,0)5 June K. Strock, Albuquerque.,
liquid form at 1.00 per bottle for over 40 yeare, iviiig general satisfaction.
5 001 Adclaida Canderlnrio,
presented to the public every day, and Pearl English, Chimayo
Albquer- U yon prefer tablets as modified by R. V. Pierce. M. D., these can be
5.000
all energetic men and women should Mrs. Henry Digueo, Santa Fe
5,000 ALL ATTENDING WERE
que
FOR RK XT Three furnished rooms
bad of medicine dealers or trial box by mall on receipt of SOc In stamps.
5,0 ''1 Sin fa Romero, I,os Lunaa
avail themselves of this' opportunity Lola Michaelson, Santa Fe . .
5,000
for light housekeeping.
Apply "OZ
Ruth
Fe
5.00C
Santa
to profit through their spare time. All
Nix,
n.ooo
Xellie McCahou, Deming.
Falaee avenue,
GREATLY
IMPRESSED
5,000 Anita Meade, La Mesa
that it takes to win any one of the Elizabeth Walker, Santa Fe
5.00(1
Carmen Abreu, Santa Fe ...
5.000 (Margaret Bruce, Lordsburg.
5,006
FOR RENT A three or six room
prizes is Just a little effort.
E,tft Moore, Santa Fe . ...
F.000 jLauretta Ollinger, Sawyer.
CONTEST IS JUST STARTING.
house furnished or unfurnished.
5,00fi
ApGilson Gardner.)
(By
5,000 Josephine Brent, Silver City.,
The contest has hardly begun as Ramona Baca, Santa Fe ..
prevent young men from falling intolgowns may be worn with impunity ply to f). S. Unvitzlii.
5,00(1
Washington, D. C., April 12.A the-- j tho clutches of the women
Amelia
.
.
the
n.Oiw
Fe
Santa
of
Sena,
and immunity. In the streets here
5.000 atrical
(Alecia Sanchez, Peralta
;et, and it is by no means to late to
production, opened with pray-- r.treet, the doctor silences him
5,01'C :Mrs. Maude B. Coleman, Farm- with, jultall be permitted nothing more open
enter the race. The first announce- - jGfUrude Gormley, Santa Fo
FOR KENT Three furnished rooms
and
by a reading from
er,
prefaced
'
"Remember that these women were, than the simpel "V" or Dueh neck,
r,.'j10
fi.OnC
ment of the names of candidates wasiI!tIon Knapp, Santa Fe ...
for housekeeping.
ington
uni- was
Electric light and
the
Shaw,
Bernard
George
M. Brumback, Santi Fe
s
themselves poisoned first!" When thej Hut ,,,,,
5,000 ;Manrine Moore, Ft. Bayard
5.00H
made only last Monday, and the
,.r the "movies" halll. Phone 2 IS .1, 204 Garfield.
que spectacle presented to members
.
O.iO iHazel
Via
not.
therine
.
i
asliR
whv
flirt
Fe
doctor
f
Saim
father
the
French,
seelKf
Socorro
la
...
now just in its infancy.
test
Howell,
5,000 ol
ou.ue tuinpuuwiuim, neverai weens
otlicials,
congress.
government
." 000 Lila
Harrison, Santa l'e
Protect the health of his daughter by Hf..0 the faculty ((,d(kd
,
Hook, Aztec
5,000
Want to sen or trade your property?
,hat
)our friends and acquaintances and
doctors and prominent society
judges,
m
5.000
Crisanta Duran, Bibo
5.000
v,w,,...v.u..- u,
ueigaao, s,anta to
secure enough votes and subscriptions
Ask for our free big list. Solthwest
movies nauit was growing
,....,...m,b
upon
afterof
Sunday
Washington
people
Elizabeth
fitness from her prospective husband, 'some of the young women to the detri-th- lieal Estate
5,:i00 Bess Martin, Aztec
Dagg, Santa Fe
to lead your district when the stand
N.
Exchange, Moriarty
noon in this city.
Mrs. .1. A. Carruth, Santa Fe
5,000
DISTRICT NO. 4.
father replies, "It is not the cus-- j Ii;(.nt of their scholastic attainments, M.
ing of candidates is published next
was
in
different
also
affair
The
DISTRICT NO. 2.
The Counties of Torrance,
torn.' One cannot help but feel, as the They were forbidden to attend, and
Guada
Thursday.
Yearly subscriptions to
many other ways. There was no orthe daily New Mexican count
for The Counties of Sandoval, S.m lope, Quay, Curry, Roosevelt, Lincoln, chestra. The audience was asked not physician says: "It should be made; the wail thereat was long and loud.
FOR RENT Rooms for men. Tv'ewl.y
the custom."
L'5,000 votes, so it can be readily seen Miguel, Mora, Colfax, Union, Taos and jChaves, Otero and Eddy.
Today there will be a great influx of furnished. Hot water heat. Use of
no
was
to
for
There
charge
applaud.
Rio
Arriba.
Helen M. Russell, Moriarty .. 30,000
that just a few such subscriptions
jsiuuems in tne sircets ol i'ouglikeep- - library. Mrs. A. E. P. Robinson Cor
'admission and yet people fought to
138,900 Stella Eastwood, Tolar
23.000
would place any candidate at the very Ester Lucero, Bernalillo
s!e, and the new reel of "Ten Nights Ir.er Grant and Johnson. Tel. 270.T.
statesmen
stood
in
tickets
and
THE CHURCHES.
5,200 get
a Cabaret" or "The Head Waiter's
head of the list. Start out today, it Angelica Valdez, Springer ... .130,000 jClara I,. Kennedy, San Jon
;i".
chilly-winin
a
Alfred Miramon, Taos
55,400 Kathleen Gaylord, Lake Arthur 5,100 line two and three hours
cost you nothing to try.
Revenge" will be duly welcomed.
reserved
SALESMEN wanted
to
secure
tickets.
seat
for country
G.
Truohas
Myrtle
Rendon,
32,300 jliessie Bowen, Melrorse
CATHEDRAL.
5,100
PRIZES ARE PLENTY.
towns. $25 weekly salary and $5 per
would not buy admission, and
"
mass at 6:30 a. m.
First
5,000 Money
The fact that, besides the grand Lola Hernandez, Ojo Caliente. 30,000 Kura Tuttle, Estancia
jday allowed for expenses when travel- if money could have bought tickets
Bersabe Casias, Lucero
29,000 ;R. B. Goldenberg, Jr.. lucum- Second Mass at 9:30. Sermon in NEW HARDWARE
capital prize $1000 in gold, there are Ida
the show would have been "pinched"
'
'
Maxwell
Love,
20,200
cari
English.
Eix big prizes for each and every one
5,000
OPENS TODAY mo
by the police. It was all very odd. Add
. 13,000
Third mass at 10:30 Sermon
'it
Lourine Copoland, Elkins
of the four districts makes it an easy Demostenes Martinez, Taos
5,000 the fact that the actors
were con5,200 Veta Bills, Clovis
Spanish.
matter for every active candidate, re- Ruth P. Grant, Cerro
5,000
t
Hardware!
The
their services, none of them
Lillie Chavez, Wagon Mound . . 5.0.10 Allie Holmes, La Lande
tributing
LADY OF GUADALUPE.
5,000
to
what section of the Hon.
gardless as
made
company, which has purchased
that
any
they
ihoibred chickeiis. Huff Orpingtons, 1.25
receiving
salary;
Juan
View
Park
Ortiz,
5,000
Carlos
5,000
Meyers, Estancia
mate or how small the town he or she
First mass 7 a. m. Second mass stock owned by W. H. Gobel, will
Ruben
Ranchos de Taos 5,000 .Mrs. Hattie Pons, Carrizozo.. 5,000 a special trip from New York to do
per lr,; Rhode Island Reds, $1.00 per
may reside in, to win. There are FrancesGarcia,
m.
in
9:30
a.
and
Sermon
Spanish
this work on Sunday afternoon, reopen its doors today and make its 5. white Leghorn, 75c per 15. R. B.
Riddell, Raton
5.000 Conie Chavez, Estancia
5.000
in
prizes enough for all, twenty-fivformal debut, so to speak, into the Anderson, 1'. S. Indian school,
Clotilda Lucero, Arroyo Hondo 5,000 Varlio Tagader, Clovis
Monday to their regular toil; English,
5,001 turning
number, valued at over $5000. But the F. E. Van
CHURCH OF THE HOLY FAITH,
business circles of Santa Fe. The new
and that the expense of the production
,
Raton
....
Duzeu,
5,000
Lila
Carrizozo
Peck,
5,000
New Mexican does not stop at this;
Rev. Leonidas Smith, Rector,
firm comes Into the field under aus- was borne by voluntary subscription
Ida May Stevens, Maxwell
5.000 Grace Dahoney, Elida
JU.00 Weekly Lady
5,000
,
.
any candidate who enters this contest
13
Services
(Third Sunday picio
to which Rockefeller, Jr., was a gen-April
c,rcu.nsta,K,.H, and i s motto, ;as ,
r,pma.n,aUve' 80,4lng sul,
5,000
and turns in subscriptions but does Margaret Benard, Las Vegas.. 5,001 Bess Boyd, Artesia
as found on the stationery l.
and you have the more R'te1, Easter),
Morris, Bland
5,010 Marguerita Reagin, Tularosa.
to ,Pading fashion pbiCil.
5,000 frous donor,
tot secure enough votes to win a prize Evelyn
8
a.
m.
Communion.
Holy
to
an
unusual
of
made
'
effort
features
Bessie Fuss, Mora
5.010 Delia Courtney, CloviB
?he:"on and appointing
ei
5,000
?1rt,Wa?C0,"Pany;
will be paid a commission on all sub- Paulino
ii
10
a.
m.
l
ts
of
our
leg-national
School
members
the
educate
line
5 000 W. E. Marsh. Clovis
Sunday
requestMontoya, Cuba
5,000
8alea AssotiiaU()n Ij0B AngcleB,
scription money turned in. There-fer- Evelyn Mills, Springer
oi shelf hardware, and in place of car- tiom,
ialature and the public generally on ed to meet promptly.
5,000 Esta Stateham, Tucumcari .
Calif,, 503 San Fernando Bldg,
5,000
there will be no losers and Anita B.
the subject of social disease.
11 a. m.
hardware will
R.00J Pearl Heisel, Cuervo
Trujtllo, Taos
Morning prayer, vested lying much heavy
5,000
everyone is assured something for his Elena Garcia, Velarde
handle a complete line of home necesIt was the proouctiou of Eugene choir and address.
5,000 Zoraida Sena, Santa Rosa .
5.000
TYPEWRITERS
oi her effort. Can you beat that for Tomas
sities. New shelving has been orderMartinez, Arroyo Hondo 5,000 iKathleen Cannon, Taiban.
5.000 jBrieux's play, "Damaged Goods." This
Friday, April 18th, there will be a
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
liberality?
11
the
ed
for
Frances Sanchez, Las Vegas.. 5,000 May Clements, Corona .
of
wl"
a
be
censored
full
line
was
of
recalled,
display
.. ; OOOiP'meeting of the Woman's
Auxiliary
Ribbons and sup-platens furnished.
NAMES AGAIN THURSDAY.
Mrs. Lyra Mondragon, Ranchos
Elizabeth Mclntyre, Carthage..
5.000! jwnen nrst given in fans, ine police and the Woman's Guild at the resiThe next announcement of the Sofia
will be made in the arrangement of the
Rodriguez, Truchas. .
o.uwu nose Aianu, san Pedro
5.000 stopped it, but this action created such dence of Mrs. W. G. Sargent.
lcnted gUndnrd
names of candidates and the number
floor, l ie oll.ee will be moved to the A
de Taos
Order of Music.
5,001? jMargine Rooney, Ft. Sumner..
work lllld typewriters guar-rea- r
5,000 en upheaval in France that it resulted
cf votes received for each will appear T. C.
of
the
office
and
it.
of
will
of
thus
Mossie
the
the
abolishment
store,
5.000
give arUeP(1.
Smith, Raton
Holcomb, Lakewood..
Ex- Sauta Fe Typewriter
5,000
Processional.
"We March, We March
Thursday, April 17th. Make it a point Annie E.
considerable
more
circumroom
The play and this
for the 1U cliaiigp, Phone 2,'tt W.
Johnson, Roy
5,000 Tnxie Harris, Roswell.
5,000 censor.
to Victory"
to be amoung the leaders when this
Harnby
j.
Marvel
5,000 Ola Mae Hill, Vaughn
5,000 stance were made the text for Shaw's Venite. "O Tome. l et Us Sintr t'ntn play of goods near the entrance and
announcement is made. You can do it "Grace Lewis, Wagon Mound..
in the windows. The lighting which START MAIL ORDER BUSINESS.
Frank, Espanola
5,000 Myrtle Woods, Portales
5,000 attack on the English office of dratjje Lor('
Bovce
if you will try.
.
has been put in Is admirable, making You buy no instruction course. Free
L. D.
Jemez
5 000 matic censor, which resulted in a par- 5,000 Mabel Hine, Estancia
neum
riiiiiis
If you are interested in the contest Miss M. C. Bloom,
the store one of the brightest rooms information so you can start
but did not Jubilate
Sandoval
5.000 Myrtle Tinnen, Carrizozo
Sllva,
Hamentary
investigation,
5,000
big pay
Hopkins In town. Mr.
but do not understand the offer thor- Rita B.
Mrs. Eva Ewing, Estancia
Beacham is president ing business.
result in abolishing the job.
Sandoval
You make
Griego,
5,000
5,000
Introit
your own
Roll
the
(Hymn).
"Angels,
oughly call on or write the Contest Mrs. M. L. Miera,
and general manager of the company goods. I write and
In New York this play has been
5 000
Algadones.. 5,000 Jimmle Abbott, Tularosa
Rock Away '
print your circulars
Editor of The Santa Fe New Mexican Mrs. L. F.
" Roper
Hamblen, Questa .. 5,000 Ella Fanning, Hope
5,000 'given once, but our genial custom of Hymn. "Round the' Lord in GJorv and Mr. Mignardot is secretary and free. No expensive newspaper adverand full information will be sent.
Annie Strong, Mora
treasurer. Mr. Beacham is not only tising. New plan best of all. Mes- 5,000 Florence Abrahams, Moriarty
5,000 permitting a police sergeant to pass on
Seated"
Cobb
DISTRICT NO. 1.
Iva Chandler, Cimarron
enthusiastic about the prospects, be- - niger. Monrovia. Calif.
5,000 Leatha Daugherlty, Dayton
3,00!) the question of what is and what is Offertory (Solo by Miss Ahrahamson).
The City and County of Santa Fe.
Higina Martinez, T i e r r a
rot "proper" in dramatic art, mado it Recessional "Through the Night of Ileving that the trade will demand the
.
Flora Akers, Santa Fe
113,700
Amarilla
first grade
5,000 Recommended for a Good Reason. necessary to give the production as a
FOR SALE Free Pictures,
Doubt
.. .liambridge best and having ordered
and
Sorrow"
Adella Muller, Santa Fe .
C. H. Grant, 230
110,700 Isaac Sandoval, Raton
of goods, but he is enthusiastic itrre, Parcel Post information concern-ove- r
without admis5,000
Waverly SL, Peoria, private performance
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
Lena Krick, Santa Fe
110,000 Petra Montano, Las Vegas
the capital city. He said that ho jirg our Parcel Post shipping cases,
5,030 111., says: "Backache and congested sion charge.
B. Z. McCollough, Minister.
George S. Tweedy, Santa Fe.. 100,000 Adelina Trujillo, Taos
'5,000 Kidneys made me suffer intense pains.
The same reasons applied to the
"Draw nigh unto God He will draw was a New Yorker by birth, a Kansan lor eggs, butter, fruit vegetables, and
yn
Frances Leeson, Santa Fe . ... 93,300 Josie Rudolph, Mora
,
5,000 was always tired and float Inr .neel;s production of this olav in the nation's
j.. by adoption and a Santa Kean by other articles. Missouri Combination
.liisu uuio ,uu. vitnuuts your nanus,
.
..tnat 11
,
.
Arthur Alar'id, Santa Fe
84,000
t.VKSuS.. o.viw
Wh.vi ... xuim roiey Money runs capuai. u was ieareci
given as Jc sinner8. und purify your hearts, ye choice. The new company will merit Case Co., 10 West Missouri .Ave., KanKarnesto Casados, Santa Fe.. 33,100
and receive a share of the trade of the sas City, Mo.
o.
"'6 iMipjuveiueni aner tniro a commercial proaucuon 11 woum De doublemluded
Samuel Mendenhall, Santa Fe.. 20,000
me counties or oernailllo, sar
Kept, on until entirely freed of BtODoed bv the Dolice. All of which
locality.
Me
school
at
9:45.
Fred
Sunday
Albert Wheelon, Santa Fe
16,600 Juan, McKlnley,
Valencia, Socorro la" trouble and suffering. That's why is interesting not as an adverse com- Bride, sunerintendent.
Almeta Norment, Santa Fe... 15,700 oierra, brant, uuna and Oona Ana.
recommend
Rooms, Houses & Ranches
CARD
Foley Kidney Pills. ment on the play, hut on the ignorance
al 11 r.'o1r.Mr
Mnrnini, unruhln
Ed. C. Tafoya, Santa Fe
15,600 Mary Didier, Belen
63,000 They cured me." Capital Pharmacy. ol the public as reflected by police cen- Theme:
is
to
Tllis
that
all
"Fordward Steps."
certify
druggists
What Have You to Rent ?
Emma Valdez, Santa Fe
12,200 Jennie Baca, Socorro
40.000
sorship.
arfl authorized to refund your money List it with MRS. SUMMERS, Room
Junior Endeavor at 3 p. m.
Anna Kauna, Santa Fe
11.20C Irene Pender, Magdalena
30,000 WANTS "PUBLIC WORKS
There is not in the play a suggesSenior Endeavor at 0:45. Subject;!"' Foley's Honey and Tar Compound 11, Laughlin BIock.
Viscentita C. de Baca, Santa, Fe 10,500 Emma Parrett, Elephant Butte 5,101
DEPARTMENT." tive of offensive word or act. There "I Can Do All
fai,s to c,lre
cough or cold. John
Rooms and houses furnished or uiu
Things."
Ada Moore Robinson, Santa Fe 9,000 Adele M. Lucero, Las Cruces.. 5,000
St. Iui8, Mo., April 12. The na- is
I used furnished.
Jlernet le wlfl-- . states:
the obscene,
A select list always
approaching
nothing
at
7:45.
on
Evening
worship
H. U Ortiz, Santa Fe
Subject:
6,000 George Pradt, Lacuna
5,000 tional drainage congress today defeat- and
s Honey and Tar Compound for hand.
which is as offensive to "Yardsticks For Fools, Fraternities
oiey
nothing
Alartha Andre, Santa Fe
6,000 Jesus C. Sanchez, Tome
5,000 ed a resolution calling for a federal ap-- ' morals as may be found in
any of the and Saints." Special music at both five years, and it always gives the best
Gladys Whittler, Santa Fe
5,500 wien Mayberry, San Marcial.. 5.000 propriation for the work of the Mis
oi' satisfaction and always
cure a Saves You Time and Money.
alleged "light opera' productions.
services
Rafael Gomez, Santa Fe
5,100 Elvira Baca, San Antonio...
river
commission
and adopted
5,000 sissippi
or
The
differs
from
cold."
Refuse
substitute.
the
o"Sl
play
This coming week the Presbvterv oi
ordinary
Rumalda, Gomez, Santa Fe
5,100 C. P. Hauger, Riverside
5,000 a resolution calling instead for the in the fact that it deals with the
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
great Santa Fe is to be with us. The open-- Capital Tharmacy.
Pantaleon Vigil, Santa Fe
5,100 Pearl Wright, Silver City
5,000 creation of a department of public
problem of preventing sexual diseases, ing session of the gathering will take
COUNTY OF SANTA, STATE OF
Mrs. B. F. Morris, Santa Fe... 5,103 J. D. Cordova, Jaralea
5,000 works under a cabinet member.
and their spread through ignorance to place Tuesday evening at 7:30 when
NEW MEXICO.
RV
the innocent and uninformed. This isjgermon will be delivered by the retlr-- j
J. O. Uritt, Plaintiff, vs. Keystone
JURY IS EMPANELLED
a subject on which physicians are well ing moderator, Rev. Atencio of Kaat
I Mining and Milling Company (a corrMKWtCL
Denver, April 11. The panel of the informed, but about which the
Last
poration) et. al., Defendants.
will then be
general
Vegas.
Presbytery
grand Jury was completed in the west public knows little or
There will be business
nothing, and constituted.
'I had a tough time delivering the NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE SALE.
,uC v.UUiL luuay a,m me jurors were
Untlur and by virtue of an order
concerning which the newspapers are sessions of the same throughout Wed- mail yesterday," declared the post.oidered to report for duty Monday generaUv
of sale und decree of foreclosure issi,ent and
theatre h
and Thursday,
and
man.
nesday
"I
had
bull
a
populai
a
chunk
and
dog
The
court this morning nt hQ,
morning.
i
sued out of the District Court cf the
h0h t
meetings in the evening at 7:30. Any of liver in the same delivory."
jread the instructions to the jury.
ot
,v
But th nlav
one who cares to attend any of the
This is from the joke column of First Judicial District of the State
of New Mexico in and for the County
It is real drama. At the end of the meetings or business sessions, will be the Louisville Courier-Journabut it cf Santa
second act, hardened dramatic critics welcome.
Fe, on the 2Sth day of JanuIs no joke,
according to the local postwere seen to weep. Many in the au
"Thou believeth that there is one men who handle parcel post packages. ary, 1913, in the above entitled action,
wherein J. C. llrltt, the above named
dience were in tears. The work done God; thou doest well; the demons also
"Although we have no dogs and
deplaintiff, obtained
by Richard Bennett is deserving of the believe and shudder."
liver In the same delivery,"
said a cree of foreclosure judgment and
I bereby nominate and cast 5,000 votes for
against Keystone
highest commendation, and has reIiostman today, "we have had lour
ceived such from the highest critics
Heed the Cough that Hangs On,
hands full delivering such articles as Mining and Milling Company (a corwomen once childtaM, now hapoT and of dramatic art. It is to
poration), und The Bankers Bond
Thj
The
Mr.
or
be
seeds of consumption may be sausages marked 'Perishable.'
Mrs
Miss,
How
regretted
pujmicallr well with healthy childrenwill tell how
Company
the defend(a
I.ydl K. PfnKhiun'a Vegetable Compound made that the play cannot bo seen by every the cause, and a cough that
hangs on I wish they would perish. Isn't thiB ant named incorporation),
all this possi ble. Here are the names and correct
said action,
on said
Address
addreses write tliein U yon want to, and learn man and woman, and young girl and weakens the system.
Foley's Honey & curious age when butchering is above mentioned date, for the sum of
for yourself. They are only a few out of many
in
United
States.
the
mail?"
In
other
Tar
and
boy
checks
the
Compound
by
juone
cough,
thousands.
Five Thousand, Twenty-fou- r
as a candidate in the Santa Fe New Mexican's great $5,000
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yesterday's clash quietly left the city,

BANKER BAKER
PLEADS GUILTY

THE STORE

WANTS CHIEF REMOVED.
Grand Junction, Colo., April 12. Al- Which Has a Most Complete
though a citizens mass meeting went
Assortment of
on record today in favor of invoking
the recall against Mayor Thomas M. CORRECT MILLINERY, STAMPED LINEN
Todd, it became known this afternoon
that the mayor has determined to re- - EMBROIDERY FLOSS IN WHITE AND COLmove Chief of Police S. B. Hutchinson.
ORS; ALSO CROCHET COTTON.
The chief was the object of consider-- i
able criticism at today's meeting over
his method of dealing with the Indus-'
trial Workers and the opinion was
removal
his
that
probfreely expressed
PLAZA.
SOUTHEASTCORNER
ably would end the agitation for the
mayor's recall.
was cu. No question now exists as to the
A feature of today s meeting
speeches by several avowed socialists nature of their cabaret entertainment.
who joined in the criticism of Mayor In these cafes only the managers and
Todd on the ground "he is not repre- members of the cabaret shows were
senting the whole people but merely subponaed. They were questioned by
the Socialist party, and therefore re- the vice commission as to suggestive
songs which are alleged features of
flects no credit on either."
(the entertainment.

San Krancisco, Ca!.( April 12. Chas.
Haker. former assistant cashier of
the Crocker National bank, pleade.1
fcuilty today to embezzlement on forty
counts, in amounts not upecifled in
the Indictment.
Experts are still
FOR A LIMITED TIME :
working on the books and the shortage is estimated at approximately
$ .10
Banquet Tomatoes, per can
Baker requested that he he
$2U((,(iO0.
"
1.20
a few days to wind up his afdofcen,
per
given
"
"
2.35
fairs and Judge Van Fleet In the Uniper case,
ted States district court deferred sen-- t
25c
No.
are
the
standard
Banquets
regular 2for
nee until Monday, April 21.
selier. Our price 10c per can.
12.
Sun Francisco, Calif., April
While Baker was pleading guilty the
federal grand jury handed down 'lirce
No-with
brokers
4
indictments
against
whom Baker had speculated uude a
false name. U. S. Attorney McNab
said the indictments were the lirst of
their kind in the history of the fedIMPORTANT notice
it will not pay you to waste your
eial court. They named J. C Wilson,
CONTESTANTS.
time writing out your legal forms
a member of the New York stock ex- - S
1 lum
u,,u
u"
when you can gel tnem aireaay print- change; B. A. Wilbrand, of J. C. Wil-s,ores rmm ng thfi fir('at P,a?
od at the New Mexican
Printing
eon & Company, and Peter P. Burke,
Contest wi offer vo,es as fo1"
Company.
of Logan & Bryan, brokers, all 0r
'Ywhom are char ged with conspiracy to
---abstract the funds of a national de-Cash Purchases, double votes.
pository.
JS
Due Bills, triple votes.
Bail was fixed at $l0,fifHi each
Sale Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
S Do not forget to ask for your
'
votes, for this lets in all accounts X
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
ALFaLFA SEED.
up to 30 days and will enable all
GREAT FINANCIER'S
contestants to secure many more X
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BODY LIES BURIED S votes.
Fe .
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will make them so.
&
AND (UY Santa Fe Hardware Supply Co,
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Co,
Grocery
Merger,
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to
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bott
April and May are the months for
'
John Pflueger.
to two years service In the Albuquerque, and It. D. Stephenson, ot
n.onths
12.
buried
Almost
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York,
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Phone Black i.cnitentiarv.
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B. F, Adams is counsel
'
' '
In sentencing them Mountainair.
ir. roses and twining ivy, the triple
from all kinds of insects.
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Isaac
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Try
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consideration the recommendation ot latter.
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Guaranteed by
and
has
Las
sen-of
Cruces,
FASHIONABLE
GUESTS.
the
Wilson,
in
Percy
Imposing
the jury, but that
of the marble library which, holds his
in the fedti nee he was obliged to be a little been admitted to practice
Chicago, April 12. Agents of the books and many of his art treasures,
wore severe than otherwise, because eral court.
There it will repose until 1,500 of his Uinois Vice Commission last night and
Judge Pope has appointed as U. S, friends uather to Day final tribute to early today brought consternation to
two Indians from San Domingo were
NOVELTY WORKS,
C. W. Justis, of Jal,
t Commissioners,
bis memory at the funeral service in the fashionable guests of two downformerly convicted of the same
104 GALISTEO ST.,
Elk-inof
F.
town
and
warnJ.
Carrol,
restaurants.
Rectors
and the
Eddy county,
St. George's church Monday.
use, and others had had a fair
Only
SANTA FEAM.
157 W.
Telephone
Chaves
A
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BEAUTIFUL MAP.
county.
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'ing of what ihey'might expect they
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United
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to
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commit
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le
friends
similar,
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Acting (lovernor
library.
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in fair trial and
ably defended, and it
Kress tlie house joint memorial pass- - intendent of public instruction,
The police today turned away the
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state
which
and
ses-each
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j
was his duty to sentence them,
ed by the legislature at its recent
curious who braved the rain, and unrelates to t he ranged in tlio outline of such state. hence they were given two years each.
sion. The memorial
strict guard
til the body's removal,
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law, Xew Mexico is represented by the With good conduct this may be reduc-- !
wisdom of the old homestead
maintained.
be
will
if
business
The
New
your
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known as the national homestead act, flower of a cactus, and it certainly is ed to 1) months. Volney G. Howard,
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The parole of J. E. Vigil, of Colfax
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three
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case
Domingo
The session of district court ad
Phone 19 J.
Pollard.
bation under the terms of which she
newly furnished throughout; also freshly painted and
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of distilled liquor
ore
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the
government
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that
ing
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discaught
they
in
papered. Many private baths and all the comdischarged.
Judge Abbott,
that's new in furnishing the police. In case she commits any
from the turquoise mines of the Amer- tax. Tie pleaded not guuty, ana uis for anything W.
Catron
to
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C.
charging the jury gave a resume of lean
hotel.
she
is
McClintock,
liable
misdemeanor
forts of a first-clas- s
company, in case will be set for hearing next ween, goods.
Mining Turquoise
the work accomplished and complimust
and
warrant
a
Block.
without
arrest
ate
Zorillo,
Leonardo
of
cose
the
In
which
mines
mented that body on its work, men- charge of J. P, McNulty,
Modern residence close in, very de- tnen serve out ner iuh lerin. i ue inBonanza, two were con-- j charged with violating the immigra-victelocation. John W. Mayes, tention of the authorities is to allow
tioning the fact that all the jury cases are located at
sirable
Chinese
and one acquitted. The jury .lion laws, in that ha brought
had been tried and the docket was
her to be free only until she regains
Laughlin Block.
he
guilty.
the
of
into
a
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ittiirned
verdict
country,
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for
ninnreri
timnketl
inrv
acquittal against
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of the
her slrength. The condition
your
been
buy
not
passed,
sentence
has
found
Antonio
and
place
yet
and
the efficient manner in which they had Reyes Kosetta
was described by
leader
suffragette
White
house.
'
shoes
issued
adjudicatbeen
Orders have
cnarlo and San Juan Cruz guilty, but
handled the various cases on the dockman and woman in Santa her friends this morning as very grave.
recommended
1
clemency. Judge Ab- - ing two merchants as bankrupts, lut Fe Every
et
Bhould read the ad. of Julius H. She was removed at once to a sanitarium.
C'erdes.
Phyllis Brady and Millicent Dean,
Even if you have to do up your hair
deliv- two girls who were arrested April 4
now
several times a day, it will be-pleasure when you have a good flexible rub- as suffragette "Are brands" were sentenced to six weeks imprisonment
ber comb. Get it at Zook's.
Watch Gerdes' window next week each at the police court today.
Phone 12.
THF CI ARFNDON GARDEN
for the greatest values ever offered
in this city.
We want to place $."00 to S0O on
improved city property for one year.
Joseph B. Hayward, Mgr.
New York, April 12. The Btock
See John W. Mayes at once about market closed firm. A brisk rally oc- modern
that desirable
residence, jcurre(j before the end of the session,
cheap.
after stocks had again been depres- which have
JUST ARRIVED, ANOTHER BIG Sed by the influences
AND proved unsettling recently.
SUITS
LOT OF LADIES'
DRESSES AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
The conviction that general read-A- t
the session of the Presbyterian justment of values of old established
HEADQUARTERS FOR
church held last evening the reports issues would be necessary to conform
to be made to the presbytery were to the new basis of financing .caused
HIGH-GRAD- E
prepared and Judge McFie was elected increased selling of high grade honds,
as a delegate from the First Presbyte- The statement by trade authorities
rian church. Alan R. McCord was (that business was slowing down and
chosen as alternate. The annual
of new activities by the gov- t
law
ing of the Santa Fe Presbytery will eminent to enforce the
be held in this city next Tuesday, encouraged speculators to take the
short side of the market.
April 15.
AND
FOUR BIG SPECIALS THIS WEEK
Liquidation was on a large scale in
1
AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
pome of the newly formed industrial
Our Benzoine, Witch Hazel and Al- combinations. The effect on the standmond Cream, try it. It relieves sore- ard stocks, however, was comparative
ness, redness and roughness, makes ly slight and In the last hour there was
considerable covering of shorts.
tne skin soft and smooth. ZooVs.
Bonds were irregular.
A regular meeting of the Woman's
Are II HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED
Board of Trade will be held at the li1
OCCASIONALLY.
brary next Monday afternoon at 2:30 TURKS MASSACRE
1
o'clock.
MORE CHRISTIANS
We do aluminum melting and cast
iron brazing and guarantee the same.
Store your car In a fire proof buildAthens, April 12. A body of Turks
ing. Kates reasonable. Transconti- coming from the coast ot Asia Minor
nental Garage.
las massacred all the Christians
ALL THAT IS NEW AND STYLISH among the inhabitants of the Island of
1
AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
Kasteloryzo, southeast of Rhodes, acFor Spring and Summer 1913 A cording to a dispatch received today.
suit of clothes to your' measure with Xo details were given.
EVER USED I
best of tailoring possible at a price
(you'll like to pay. C. W. McClintock, DON'T WANT I. W. W.'S
wear-eve- r
TO STOP AT THEIR CITY.
Catron Block.
Grand Junction, Colo., April 12. The
W. D. Starkweather, one of the effi-- j
ALUMINUM
Citizens Protective organization
of
cient
force
the
machine
of
operators
1
K w Mexican office, will leave next
its activties today upon request
week for a visit of several weeks in of advices from Salt Lake City that a
UTENSILS?
the east. He goes to New York by band of ISO Industrial Workers of the
way of Galveston, and will return to World planned to. leave the Utah capihis old home in New England. His tal tonight and expected to reach this
"WEAR-EVER- "
Aluminum Cooking Utensils speak for
WEAR-EVEfriends anticipate that when he re- city within the next two days.
themselves,
prove their worth if given a fair trial.
turns to Santa Fe he will come back
Leaders of the citizens organization
They are stamped from THICK, hard, sheet aluminum
alone,
expressed a purpose to keep the band
and are made without team or solder. They can not
ALUMINUM
from Salt Lake City moving and not
rust, do not contain and can not form with fruit or
j
NOTICE.
allow them to stop here.
vegetable acids ah poisonous compound food may
The annual- - meeting of the stockEarly today only a half dozen indus
stand in a "WEAR-EVER- "
utensil without Injury, the
holders of the New Mexico Telephone trial workers remained in this vicinity
TRADEMARK i.me as in a glass or china dish. They are solid metal.
Co. will be held at Its office, 23!) San according to local
authorities and
uninjured by sudden changes of temperature. They can not crack or
Francisco St. Monday, April 21, 8 p. m. these did not show themselves In
scale. They are practically indestructible.
Grand Junction. During the night, the
Progressive housewives are now studying as never before houseatWILSON SENDS NOMINATIONS
100 industrial workers whose
hold economy seeking to know which foods are pure and how they
TO
SENATE.
I
tempts at street speaking precipitated
may be made most healthful, which utensile are safe and how the
most satisfactory service may be secured from them, and what articles
(Continued from page one).
give most value for money expended.
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Pure, Healthful, Dependable
Its active principle solely
grape acid ana baking
soda. It makes the food
more delicious and whole-
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Four Big Specials This Week

THE
JEWELER

j

WATCHES

meet-jvpnor-

anti-trus-

Lot Extra Quality Ladies'
Waists, Values up to $2.00
Lot Shadow Flouncings,

Values up to 75c

Lot Gage Street and Dress
Hats, Values up to $12.50

Lot Shadow A!lOver

Lace, Values up to 50c

99c
39c
$5.00
29c
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THE WHITE HOUSE
SANTA FE'S

NOTICE OUR WINDOWS

UP-TO-DA-

STORE.
NOTICE OUR WINDOWS

li

chambers of commerce have
to similar bodies in San Francisco and Los Angeles and elsewhere
asserting that the result of the legislation will be destructive for trade
between the United States and Japan.
d

PILLS
CHICHESTER SBRAND.
A
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Mated with Blue Ribbon.
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Santa Fe Hardware

& Supply Co.

